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ABSTRACT

The demand for increasingly sophisticated optics continues to grow for a wide variety of
applications, such as in astronomy, industrial manufacturing, medical imaging, and commercial
photography. As more advanced fabrication methods are invented, especially for high-resolution
or freeform designs, the tools and techniques for optical metrology and analysis must be made
more precise, efficient, and robust. This study discusses various approaches for adaptive and
dynamic surface or wavefront metrology and analysis which would aid in the ability to have
more advanced and innovative optics.
Three techniques for improving optical testing and analysis are discussed in this work.
The first two are mathematical frameworks, applied in software codes that provide new and
improved solutions to challenges arising during optical metrology, e.g., deflectometry
measurements and data analysis. Both are based on polynomial basis sets, and are optimized for
systems with rectangular apertures. The first is used for reconstructing surfaces or wavefronts
from measured slope data and the second uses the measured data to obtain information about
possible misalignments or systematic errors in metrology systems. The third is the development
of a sensor for measuring wavefront slope data, which allows solutions for optical testing and
analysis problems that occur from a limited dynamic range of measurements. The dynamic
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range of measurement is the range of wavefront slope values (largest and smallest values) that
can be measured by a system.

The aforementioned sensor uses the modal data fitting

methodology described in this work.
Each of these topics has been researched, their main concepts tested, and software and
(where applicable) hardware solutions developed for them. Simulations and real data analysis are
used for verification of these tools and techniques.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Freeform optics have rapidly been gaining popularity and are being used for many systems
including head mounted displays, segmented extremely large telescopes, camera systems and
non-symmetric solar energy concentrators. Adding freeform surfaces can be beneficial for such
systems in terms of compactness, higher throughput, and better image quality.
Fabrication and testing of freeform optics still poses a significant challenge. Besides the
difficulty in finding a better mathematical description of freeform surfaces; requirements for
optical form, mid-to-high spatial frequencies, and surface micro-roughness must be met
simultaneously. Metrology tools for such surfaces must have high accuracy and excellent spatial
resolution, and their parameters will be defined in chapters 2 and 3. A large dynamic range of
measurement for the metrology system is generally also a requirement, particularly for precision
freeform optics. These parameters will be defined in chapter 4.
Deflectometry is a type of optical metrology that measures the slopes of the surface under
test. It is a simple yet powerful tool that primarily requires only a light source and a detector and
can achieve measurement accuracies comparable to interferometry. It is a good solution for
metrology of freeform systems, and has also proven valuable for the measurement of high-
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resolution surfaces, such as telescope mirrors. Fig.1.1 shows the layout of a general
deflectometry system for reflective optics [1]. The source has a known pattern, for example, a
sinusoidal wave. This light is reflected from the test optic and captured by the detector. By
measuring the change in the recorded pattern versus the known source pattern, the local test
surface slopes are calculated.

Figure 1.1: Schematic of a reflective deflectometry set-up [1].

For a long time, Shack–Hartmann wavefront sensors have been used for optical metrology.
Despite having a higher dynamic range and greater operational stability than some other testing
techniques such as interferometry, there is a constant push to increase the dynamic range of
measurement of these sensors.
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Traditionally, many optical systems had circular pupils but these days various systems
are using non-circular pupils, of which a very common type are rectangular pupils. Some wellknown systems that use rectangular apertures include the Gaia telescope system [2] and X-ray
mirrors [3]. Imaging applications limited by size of the detection system ideally want to utilize
the full detector, which often has a rectangular format. This was the case with the prototype
Adaptive Shack–Hartmann Wavefront Sensor we designed and built, the details of which are
discussed in chapter 4. Many solar panels and collectors also have rectangular shapes. The vector
polynomial sets introduced in this dissertation are designed primarily for data from nonsymmetric systems with rectangular apertures, but the methodology remains general enough to
reconstruct other non-axially symmetric or freeform shapes.

1.1

Gradient polynomials and their use in surface / wavefront reconstruction

Deflectometry systems measure the local slopes of the surface of the unit under test (UUT). The
methods to reconstruct measured surface from its slope or gradient data can be broadly classified
into two categories [4]: first, modal methods such as polynomial fitting that decomposes data
into a set of smoothly varying modes, for example Zernike polynomials [5], which can be used to
fit the entire surface; second, zonal methods, such as the Southwell zonal method [6] that
describe the surface through numerical integration in sections or ‘zones,’ for example, a uniform
grid of rectangular elements. Both methods have their own unique strengths and may be used
individually or in combination, depending on the application. For surface and wavefront
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reconstruction, as well as modeling system errors, the applications discussed in this dissertation
focus mainly on data from high-resolution or freeform optics, measured with deflectometry
approaches. For these purposes, modal data fitting can be a very attractive option. As discussed
in [7], modal reconstruction methods are generally less sensitive to measurement noise as
compared to zonal methods, the number and types of modes used can be adapted to the problem
[8], and various modes can be related to physical properties or parameters of the system [4].
Modal methods may also be useful in providing solutions or improvements to practical
metrology problems, for instance modal reconstructions may reduce the error in surface
reconstruction from deflectometry data when fiducials i.e., physical markers set-up as reference
during measurements, are present on the optic being measured [7]. In this work, we present a
new modal method, which uses our newly developed vector polynomial basis set that can
reconstruct the surface or wavefront from its measured gradients [7]. This polynomial set, called
G polynomials, is derived from the gradients of two-dimensional Chebyshev polynomials of the
first kind [9]. The polynomials for wavefront analysis of rotationally symmetric optical systems
with a rectangular pupil have been given in [10]. The corresponding polynomials to analyze the
wavefront slope data for such pupils have been discussed in [11]. An important class of such
systems are those with high-power laser pulses that are rectangular or square in form but are
transmitted by an optical system that is rotationally symmetric. An example of a high powered
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laser system is the National Ignition Facility [12] which utilizes thousands of large optical
components, most of which have rectangular apertures, as described in [11] .
In this dissertation, the modal data processing methodology focuses on polynomials for
systems that are not rotationally symmetric and have rectangular pupils. The polynomials used
for wavefront analysis are based on the Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind and have closedform solutions. The corresponding polynomials for analyzing the wavefront slope data are
similarly based on the Chebyshev polynomials (of the first kind), for which we have obtained
closed-form solutions. Both sets of polynomials are simple in form and easy to use, as
demonstrated in this dissertation by applying them to deflectometry data [7, 1].

1.2

Curl polynomials and their use in modeling errors in metrology systems

We have derived another set of vector polynomials called C polynomials, related to the G
polynomials [13]. The C polynomial set is based on the curl of two-dimensional Chebyshev
polynomials of the first kind. This set only contains terms with zero divergence, that can be
defined locally as a rotation or curl. The G and C sets together make a complete set of
polynomials that can represent any vector data bounded by the rectangular domain. C
polynomials on their own or the set of G and C polynomials together have very interesting
applications for optical metrology and analysis. Two such applications explored in this work are
(i) mapping imaging distortion from systems with rectangular pupils, which uses the set of G and
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C polynomials to modally fit a simulated distortion measurement in a Three Mirror Anastigmat
(TMA) system and (ii) measuring and analyzing systematic errors in deflectometry systems,
which makes use of a numerical model based on C polynomials to represent and quantify a
source misalignment in a typical deflectometry set-up. Both these applications are detailed in
reference [13], as well as chapter 3.

1.3

Adaptive Shack–Hartmann Wavefront Sensor for increased dynamic range

of measurement
A Shack–Hartmann wavefront sensor (SHWFS) measures the slope distribution of a wavefront
[14]. It contains an array of lenses (called lenslets) that sample the wavefront to be tested. A
collimated, unaberrated wavefront is used as the reference. When this wavefront is used as the
input to the sensor, small focused spots of light are seen on the detector. As the wavefront starts
to deviate from its reference condition, the focused spots of light move away from their reference
locations. The deviation of a spot from its reference location is proportional to the local slope of
the wavefront. The test wavefront can be reconstructed from its measured slope data using the
zonal or modal techniques described in section 1.1. Fig.1.2 shows the basic operating principle of
a SHWFS [15].
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Figure 1.2: Basic operating principle of a conventional Shack-Hartmann Wavefront Sensor: (a)
Collimated reference wavefront case and (b) Aberrated wavefront case [15].

We developed a modification to the SHWFS through an active approach, which
reconfigures detection subaperture areas in the imaging plane by blocking or unblocking desired
lenslets through a mask that can be generated and modified electronically. This method, called
the Adaptive Shack–Hartmann Wavefront Sensor (A-SHWFS), can actively and dynamically
reconfigure itself, based on the amount of aberration in the test beam. A liquid crystal display
(LCD) panel placed in front of the lenslet array helps achieve the detection subaperture
reconfiguration as the electronic signal (or mask) applied to the LCD can block or allow light to
pass through each LCD pixels. By matching these pixels to the lenslets in the A-SHWFS lenslet
array, each lenslet can be addressed and lenslets can be effectively blocked or unblocked. This
blocking pattern can be symmetric (horizontal, vertical, diagonal etc.) or non- symmetric,
thereby allowing the sensor to achieve variable dynamic range of measurement. There is a trade-
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off between the resolution and dynamic range of the sensor, where a higher spatial resolution of
the detected wavefront is obtained (i.e., the wavefront is sampled more finely) if the size of
detection subapertures is small, but the maximum amount of aberration measurable for a fixed
focal length also becomes smaller. One very useful application of the A-SHWFS can be for
wavefronts that are severely aberrated in a limited region relative to the entire wavefront. This
case, which is demonstrated with an experimental set-up as well as a simulation in [15] and
chapter 4 uses regional blocking, where considerably different masks are applied to the section
of the wavefront which is severely aberrated versus the rest of the wavefront. This ensures that
the whole wavefront can be appropriately measured while utilizing the best possible spatial
resolution for its various parts.

1.4

Dissertation contributions to scientific literature

The research in this dissertation has resulted in the following journal publications and
proceedings:
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fabrication and testing," Proc. SPIE 10326, Fourth European Seminar on Precision
Optics Manufacturing, 103260H (2017).
2. Aftab, M., Burge, J.H., Smith, G.A., Graves, L., Oh, C. J., and Kim, D. W.,
"Chebyshev gradient polynomials for high resolution surface and wavefront
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reconstruction," Proc. SPIE 10742, Optical Manufacturing and Testing XII, 1074211
(2018).
3. M. Aftab, H. Choi, R. Liang, and D. W. Kim, "Adaptive Shack-Hartmann wavefront
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(2018).
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1.5

Dissertation Outline

Chapters 2, 3, and 4 on Gradient polynomials and their use in surface / wavefront reconstruction,
Curl polynomials and their application in modeling errors in metrology systems, and Adaptive
Shack–Hartmann Wavefront Sensor for increased dynamic range of measurement, respectively,
describe the main concepts, provide background information, and discuss the applications
regarding the three main techniques for adaptive, dynamic surface / wavefront metrology and
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analysis that we developed. Detailed work on these topics has been documented in research
papers, which are attached as appendices.
We present concluding remarks in chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
Gradient polynomials and their use in surface / wavefront reconstruction

This section is a summary of Gradient polynomials and their use in surface / wavefront
reconstruction, details of which can be found in appendices 1 and 2.
Chebyshev polynomials are a complete set of polynomials, orthogonal in the rectangular
domain. They have many appealing properties that make them suitable for practical data fitting
and analysis applications, for instance Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind hold discrete
orthogonality in many cases [16]. Appendix A discusses many more advantages and properties
of these polynomials.

2.1

G polynomials: background and derivation

Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind can be defined as:

Tm+1 ( x ) = 2xTm ( x ) -Tm-1 ( x )

where T0 ( x ) = 1, T1 ( x ) = x, for −1 ≤ x ≤ 1

(2.1)

Two-dimensional Chebyshev polynomials were chosen as the scalar basis set upon which the
vector polynomial sets (G and C polynomials) were based. This scalar set, named F polynomials,
can be defined as:
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Fj (x, y) = Fnm (x, y) = Tm (x)Tn ( y)

(2.2)

The polynomial order can be written in terms of the single index variable, j or the double index
variables, n and m. Indexing details, including the conversion between j and n, m can be found in
appendix A. In [17], the background, derivations, normalization factors, visualizations as well as
examples of data fitting in the scalar domain, across rectangular apertures, for two-dimensional
Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind (like the ones used in this work) are described. Fitting
slope data directly in the measurement domain not only lets us exploit the advantages of
orthonormality of the polynomial basis set, such as the fact that when fitting real data, noise
propagation increases with the use of non-orthogonal basis functions [18] but also the advantage
that specific modes can be related directly to the properties of the measurement system, which is
necessary when C polynomials are used for describing systematic errors in the measurement setup.
In order to fit slope or gradient data directly in the slope domain, a set of vector
polynomials is derived. These polynomials, that we named as the G polynomials, are based on
the gradients of F polynomials, and can be written as:
!
!
∂ m
∂ m
G j ( x, y ) = Gnm ( x, y ) = ∇Fnm ( x, y ) =
Fn ( x, y ) iˆ +
F ( x, y ) ĵ,
∂y n
∂x
!
G j ( x, y ) = Tn ( y ) Tm′ ( x ) iˆ + Tm ( x ) Tn′( y ) ĵ

(2.3)
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The polynomial numbering scheme and relationship between the single (j) and double (n, m)
index follows that of the F polynomials and is described in [7].
Our investigation (appendix A) shows the G polynomials to be orthogonal in the
rectangular domain, and the normalization factor (NG) was derived to be:

⎧
π 2 n2
⎪
, m=0
4
⎪
⎪⎪
π 2 m2
NG ⎨
,
n=0
4
⎪
⎪ π2 2
2
⎪ 8 m + n , otherwise
⎪⎩

(

(2.4)

)

Derivatives of the Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind ( T ′ ) can be related to Chebyshev
polynomials of the second kind, named U polynomials [19], through Eqn. 2.5.

U m−1(x) =

1
sin(mθ )
, x = cosθ
Tm′ (x) =
m
sin(θ )

(2.5)

The G polynomial set can be expressed in terms of the T and U polynomials, as shown in Eqn.
2.6.

!
G j x, y = mTn y U m−1 x iˆ + nTm x U n−1 y ĵ

( )

( )

()

()

( )

(2.6)

This definition of the G polynomials allows them to be expressed in a simple, recursive way as
recursive relations exist for both the T and U polynomial sets [9]. For example, in terms of the T
polynomials, the recursive expression for G polynomials is given in Eqn. 2.7.
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!
G j x, y =

( )

+

(

n

2x 1− y 2

(

m

2 y 1− x

)

2

)

(T ( y ) − T ( y ))(T ( x ) − xT ( x )) iˆ
n+1

n−1

m−1

m

(T ( x ) − T ( x ))(T ( y ) − yT ( y )) ĵ
m+1

m−1

n−1

(2.7)

n

The first ten G polynomials are listed in Table 2.1, where both single and double-indexing
variables are shown as well.

2.2

Data fitting methodology and its properties

The data dealt with in this work, i.e., gradients of the surface / wavefront can be written in terms
of the G polynomials as:
N
!
∇W ( x, y ) = ∑bk Gk

(2.8)

k=1

where ∇W is the gradient of the surface or wavefront, bk are the expansion coefficients of the G
polynomials and N is the total number of G polynomial terms used in the expansion.
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Table 2.1: Table of first ten G polynomials [7].

j

!

!
G j ( x, y ) in terms of Fj (x, y)

m n Explicit form of G j ( x, y )

0

0

0

0iˆ + 0 ĵ

0

1

1

0

iˆ

T0 y ⎡⎣T0 x − xT1 x ⎤⎦
iˆ
1− x 2

2

0

1

ĵ

T0 x ⎡⎣T0 y − yT1 y ⎤⎦
ĵ
1− y 2

3

2

0

T2′( x ) iˆ

4

1

1

yiˆ + xĵ

5

0

2

T2′( y ) ĵ

6

3

0

T3′( x ) iˆ

7

2

1

yT2′( x ) iˆ + T2 ( x ) ĵ

8

1

2

T2 ( y ) iˆ + xT2′( y ) ĵ

9

0

3

T3′( y ) ĵ

10 4

0

T4′( x ) iˆ

( ) ()

(

() ( )

(

2

( ) ()

( ) ()

()

)

( )

)

()

T0 y ⎡⎣T1 x − xT2 x ⎤⎦
iˆ
1− x 2

()

(

)

() ( )

( )

T1 y ⎡⎣T0 x − xT1 x ⎤⎦
T1 x ⎡⎣T0 y − yT1 y ⎤⎦
iˆ +
ĵ
2
1− x
1− y 2

(

2

)

() ( )

(

( )

2

T0 x ⎡⎣T1 y − yT2 y ⎤⎦
ĵ
1− y 2

3

T0 y ⎡⎣T2 x − xT3 x ⎤⎦
iˆ
1− x 2

(

( ) ()
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Since all data (measured and simulated) is discrete, we can describe this modal fitting process in
terms of a matrix operation as:

!
D = Gb

(2.9)

where D is a column vector containing the values of the measured or simulated data (i.e., slopes
of the surface or wavefront), b is a column vector containing the N expansion coefficients, and G
is a matrix that contains the values of the G polynomials at the locations corresponding to the
data points. Building from Eqn. 2.9, the values of b can be calculated from the slope data. This
process is described in appendix A and a similar modal fitting process is explained in [20]. The
next step is to determine the values of the coefficients of the scalar (F) polynomials. It is shown
in [7] that the coefficients of the G polynomials are exactly equal to the coefficients of the F
polynomials, for each mode. These coefficients can be plugged into the following equation to
obtain the surface or wavefront under test:
N

W ( x , y ) = ∑a j F j

(2.10)

j =1

W is the surface of wavefront whose gradients are measured by the metrology system and aj are
the expansion coefficients of the F polynomial set.
As can be seen from the above analysis and previously listed information, this
methodology is very efficient (for example in terms of numerical efficiency) for three main
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reasons: 1) the coefficients of the scalar and vector polynomials do not require any additional
conversion steps, 2) obtaining the values of the G polynomials is much more straightforward and
easier than most vector polynomial sets as closed-form and recursive solutions have been derived
for the G polynomial set, and 3) both the scalar and vector polynomials are orthogonal and hence
the vector polynomial set does not need any additional orthogonalization steps that most other
vector based polynomial methods, such as [11] require. This increases both the accuracy and
efficiency of the G polynomial based fitting. Based on these properties, this reconstruction
method has many practical advantages, that are discussed in the following sub-section.

2.3

Use of G polynomials in surface and wavefront reconstructions from

simulated and real, measured deflectometry data
The modal fitting methodology employing G polynomials has many advantages, that were
investigated, through mathematical development and software coding and for proof as well as to
demonstrate their applicability, several data sets were processed using simulated or real data.
References 1 and 7 contain examples showing these properties, and they are summarized in this
section. Readers must note that all numbers quoted in these examples, in terms of accuracy,
percentage error, time of reconstruction etc. depend on the specific numerical implementation.
We have used basic implementations as a baseline comparison. Of course, better and advanced
numerical implementations of all these techniques can change the values shown here. However,
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the purpose of this research is to provide a general sense of the scale of accuracies, errors and
processing times, so a basic implementation is deemed sufficient. Additionally, we have used the
same or similar approaches (such as dealing with missing data i.e., NaN values) across all modal
and zonal techniques, for consistency.
2.3.1

High fitting accuracy in the rectangular domain

The orthogonality of both G and F polynomials as well as the accuracy and efficiency of the data
fitting method ensures that the rectangular aperture data reconstructed using this method
represents the surface or wavefront under test correctly (i.e., with very low reconstruction error).
To prove this, both simulated and real data was processed using the G polynomial based method
and compared to conventional methods. Fig. 2.1 [7] shows a simulated surface (Fig. 2.1 a) and
its reconstructions obtained with the G polynomial method, using 100 polynomials (Fig. 2.1 b)
and the Southwell zonal method (Fig. 2.1 c), along with the surface RMS (root mean squared)
value and the amount of reconstruction error. Residual error from the modal fit is 4.9799×10-4
µm (or 0.0108% error relative to the surface RMS of the simulated map), which is lower than the
5.1335×10-4 µm (or 0.0112% error relative to the RMS of the simulated surface) residual error
obtained with Southwell integration. As stated earlier, these numbers are based on a
straightforward numerical implementation of the two reconstruction methods. The exact values
will depend on the specifics of the implementation scheme.
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Figure 2.1: (a) Surface plots of a simulated ideal surface, (b) G-polynomial-reconstructed surface,
and c) Southwell integrated surface [7].

Of course, in general the reconstruction accuracy of polynomial fitting improves as the number
of polynomials used in the fit increases [7]. However, the disadvantage of using more
polynomials is increased processing time. For the example from Fig. 2.1, the G polynomial
method (using 100 polynomials) took 0.830 seconds while the Southwell integration took 0.389
seconds to complete.
2.3.2

Good fidelity for representation of mid-to-high spatial frequencies

For optical applications, such as telescope mirrors, where the mid-to-high spatial frequency
content of the surface under test must be preserved, zonal reconstruction approaches (such as the
Southwell zonal method) are traditionally preferred over modal methods. This is because a very
large number of polynomials or modes, of high order are required to represent the mid-to-high
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spatial frequencies. It is often difficult to generate a very large number of polynomial terms, or
polynomial terms of high orders, especially for vector polynomials, for reasons including: (a) the
lack of closed-form or recursive solutions for polynomial generation, (b) the need to
orthogonalize the polynomial set to be used as the gradient basis, (c) numerical inefficiency in
obtaining the scalar polynomial coefficients from the vector polynomial coefficients.
G polynomials avoid these problems for the reasons mentioned in section 2.1.2. As
mentioned before, G polynomials can be expressed as a closed form equation using the T and U
polynomials, both of which have simple, recursive relationships. Hence, it is straightforward and
computationally efficient to generate the G polynomial set. This proves a significant benefit for
data processing applications as a large numbers of G polynomials can be generated and used
efficiently and reliably, even with restricted computing resources. The difference between
recursive and direct calculation of T polynomials of order 20,000 is only 10-11, generated over a
grid of 50,000 points [7].
One example [7] showing the G polynomial-based method’s capability of accurately
representing mid-to-high spatial frequencies uses deflectometry data from the primary mirror of
the Daniel K. Inouye Solar Telescope (DKIST) [21]. A square section of the high-resolution
DKIST data set, representing 1.2×1.2 m area on the mirror was used. To focus on the mid-tohigh spatial resolution features from the mirror, a high-pass Gaussian filter was applied to both
the modally and zonally reconstructed surfaces, using SAGUARO data processing software [22].
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A set of surface reconstructions were obtained from the G polynomial-based fit, each of which
was generated using different numbers of G polynomials. Figure 2.2 shows the different highpass-filtered modally reconstructed surfaces, compared with the reference high-pass-filtered
Southwell surface.

Figure 2.2: (a) High-pass-filtered Southwell zonal reconstructed map and high-pass-filtered Gpolynomial reconstructed maps generated using (b) 37, (c) 750, (d) 3000, and (e) 20,000
polynomial terms [7].

As the number of G polynomial terms increases, shown left to right in Figures 2.2 (b) - (e), the
surface reconstruction maps can be seen as being sharper and more high-frequency features
become resolvable. The figure on the extreme right closely resemble the Southwell zonal
reconstructed surface in Fig. 2.2 (a).
Another option for reconstructing this data modally would be to use a Zernike polynomial
based vector set, orthogonalized over a rectangular pupil [11]. However, this basis set doesn’t
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have straightforward closed-form equations for its generation, making it difficult to generate the
extreme orders required to accurately represent this surface. Another probable problem in this
approach is obtaining Zernike polynomials gradients, orthogonalizing the gradients over a
rectangular aperture, and generating the conversion matrices for acquiring the scalar coefficients
from the vector polynomial coefficients is cumbersome, and has the likelihood of having
numerical errors due to the several computation steps, approximations and numerical truncations.
Also, since the deflectometry systems used in this work are neither rotationally symmetric nor
anamorphic, so the balanced aberration representations of Zernike-type [11] or Legendre
polynomials [23] are not applicable.
2.3.3

Robustness against noise

All metrology systems suffer from some amount of noise. When defining the performance of a
surface or wavefront reconstruction method, it is also important to investigate the effect of noise
on the performance of the method. For this purpose, a simulation study was set-up [7] where
different amounts of Gaussian white noise were added to a simulated data set, which was then
reconstructed using the G polynomial method (using the first 100 polynomials) and comparing it
against the Southwell zonal method based reconstruction. Fig. 2.3 shows the results, as a plot of
the RMS percentage error (relative to RMS of the simulated, ideal, noiseless data) as a function
of the standard deviation of the white noise.
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It is immediately obvious that the modal fit outperforms the zonal fit, for all amounts of
noise used for this simulation and that the error in the Southwell fit increases at a much higher
rate than the error in the modal fit, as the amount of noise is increased.

Figure 2.3: Residual errors from surface reconstruction in the presence of various amounts of
noise [7].

2.3.4

High reconstruction accuracy in the presence of obscurations

One of the most important advantages of the G polynomial based reconstruction is its ability to
accurately reconstruct surfaces from measured slope data when the surface under test has a
scratch or an obscuration. One such situation encountered frequently in deflectometry
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measurements is when physical markers, called fiducials, are placed on the surface of the optic
as a part of distortion correction. When a measurement is made while the fiducials are present on
the surface under test, the region of the optic covered by the fiducial will have missing data.
Another well-known case is for telescope apertures that often have blockers, commonly called
spiders, that also create regions in the aperture with no data. This absence of data is represented
in software processing as NaN (non-number) values, which often cause surface reconstruction
errors because areas with NaN data affect their surrounding regions as well during the integration
process. Although some methods have been developed to reduce this problem, it is still a source
of error, specially for zonal reconstruction as the nature of the zonal approach fundamentally
limits the reconstruction accuracy when a sub-region is not well-defined. In contrast, modal
reconstructions are impacted much lesser by obscurations since modal reconstructions are based
on an overall view of the data. One example to show this [7] models a scratch or defect on the
surface of the optic. The defect is modeled as a 90×2 pixels line of NaN values, representing an
area of 90×2 mm, in a 250×250 pixel grid of synthetic data, representing a 250×250 mm
aperture. The simulated slope data is reconstructed with the G polynomial method employing
2000 terms, as well as the Southwell zonal method. Fig. 2.4 shows the simulated surface and the
fitting results. The modal fit shows a smaller residual error compared to the Southwell fit,
especially in the vicinity of the defect.
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Figure 2.4: (a) Simulated ideal data with a 90×2 mm defect. (b) Southwell and (c) modal residual
error maps (differences from the simulated map) [7].

The simulated surface has an RMS of 95.1220 µm. The RMS of the Southwell residual error
map (i.e., difference between the Southwell reconstructed and simulated surfaces) is 0.8387 µm
(or 0.8817% relative to the RMS of the simulated surface) and the G polynomials based residual
error map has an RMS of 0.0627 µm (0.0659% error relative to the simulated surface), which is
approximately 13 times lesser than that of the zonal method, in this case.
As the number of polynomials used for the fit increases, the residual fitting error decreases.
Table 1 shows this for the case of the defected surface where the RMS errors of the difference
maps (the differences of the modal fits from the ideal surface), obtained when using different
number of polynomial terms in the fit is shown.
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Table 2.2: RMS residual errors of the differences between the simulated and modal reconstructions [7].

Number of G Polynomials

100

500

1000

2000

3000

RMS error (µm)

1.4374 0.5032 0.0739 0.0627 0.0568

[RMS of difference map / RMS of ideal 1.5111 0.5290 0.0777 0.0659 0.0597
map] × 100 (%)

Another example from [7] and appendix A models a telescope aperture with blockers (called
‘spiders’) as well as rounded edges of the rectangular aperture. A freeform wavefront is modeled
over this aperture and the simulated gradient data is reconstructed by three methods: (a) Zernike
based gradient polynomials [18] (b) Southwell zonal method (c) G polynomials based method.
Fig. 2.5 shows the simulated wavefront as well as the three reconstructions (both the modal
reconstructions used 30 polynomials each). The RMS of the ideal (simulated) surface is 0.6792
µm. The residual (difference between the ideal surface and its reconstruction) RMS error for the
Zernike based polynomial fit is 0.0745 µm (or 10.9625% relative to the RMS of the ideal
surface). The residual RMS error for the Southwell zonal reconstruction is comparable, with
0.0775 µm of absolute error (or 11.4082% relative to the RMS of the ideal surface), whereas the
G polynomials fit is much better than both the other methods, as it has a residual RMS error of
0.0379 µm (or 2.5698 % error relative to the RMS of the ideal surface).
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Figure 2.5: (a) Simulated ideal data. (b) Zernike gradient, (c) Southwell and (d) G polynomial based modal residual
error maps (differences from the simulated map) [7].

For both the modal basis sets, as the number of polynomials is increased, the fit becomes more
and more accurate. However, it also takes longer for the data to be processed. Fig. 2.6 shows the
comparison of reconstruction processing times for the two sets of polynomials, as the number of
polynomials is increased. The G polynomial fit is significantly faster, especially as the number
of polynomials used increases. The maximum number of modes considered is 180 because for
higher polynomial terms, the Zernike gradient polynomial based modal fit becomes numerically
unstable (although the G polynomial based fit remains numerically stable for up-to several
thousands of polynomials).
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Figure 2.6: Plot of change in reconstruction time as the number of polynomials used for data fitting is increased, for
both modal methods. (Note: We acknowledge that the actual processing time could depend on the specific
numerical implementation. This data is provided only for a baseline comparison.) [7].

2.3.5

Good reconstruction accuracy for unevenly sampled data

The G polynomial method also shows good reconstruction accuracy when data is unevenly
sampled. This could be due to variable sampling of data across the aperture, or a different
sampling in the x and y directions etc. One example of this is the data from A-SHWFS, which is
described later in chapter 4. One of the most useful and unique properties of the sensor is its
ability to dynamically block lenslets locally, over a specific region that is severely aberrated
compared to the rest of the beam. This results in different parts of the beam being spatially
sampled at different rates (the more aberrated regions have lenslets blocked off periodically and
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hence have a lower sampling). The prototype A-SHWFS we designed [15] is non-rotationally
symmetric and has a rectangular pupil so the G polynomial fitting works very well for it. One
example, shown in [1] and appendix B, to demonstrate this modal fitting capability uses
simulated data with the same sampling in the x and y directions but the sampling along the
aperture (for both x and y directions) changes across the length of the aperture. The full dataset
models a 2 × 2 cm aperture, the first 1.25 cm of which is sampled with 150 points, making the
sampling 1/120 cm in that region. 150 points are also used to sample the remaining 0.75 cm
region of the wavefront, making the sampling in this section 1/200 cm. The results of fitting the
slope data from this simulation with both the zonal and modal methods are shown in Fig. 2.7.
Data was simulated over the entire aperture, using Eqn. 2.11.

z = 0.15y 2 +1.4x 4 − 0.2(x 3 + xy 2 ) + 0.3y5 +1×10−3 x11 − (xy)18

Figure 2.7: (a) Simulated, ideal surface map (reference). The blue double ended arrows mark the
approximate region on the map (1.25 × 1.25 cm) with a lower sampling (b) Error between the
reference and Southwell methods generated surface (c) Error between the reference and G
polynomial generated surface.

(2.11)
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The RMS of the simulated surface is 0.392 µm. The Southwell zonal reconstruction map has an
RMS error of 8.68×10-3 µm, which is 2.22% error relative to the simulated surface’s RMS. The
G polynomial method yields a surface with RMS error map of 2.66×10-3 µm, or 0.68% relative
to the ideal surface RMS, when 250 G polynomials are used. Thus, the modal method achieves
an accuracy (in terms of residual RMS error) of over 3 times the Southwell method.

2.4

Concluding discussion on G polynomials

The ideal number of polynomials to be used for surface or wavefront reconstruction depends on
the specifics on the application – primarily the required accuracy, requisite speed of data
processing and importance of mid-to-high spatial frequency content. Of course, for cases with
missing data (measurement with fiducials, telescope spiders etc.), more polynomials are required
for the same level of accuracy than for the same dataset without any missing data.
It is also worthwhile to point out that there are many data processing and computing
actions that can make the polynomial fitting process faster and / or more accurate. One of these
include interpolation for missing data, instead of simply replacing it with zeros, which can make
the fit more accurate and may also require less polynomials to achieve the desired level of
accuracy. For improving the processing speed, one method is to generate and save the G and F
polynomial values over a known grid, for a specific number of data points. As long as the
aperture has the same grid size and sampling, the saved G and F polynomial sets can simply be
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re-loaded and re-used for different measurements. This works even if a lesser number of
polynomials are required for the fit (for which the saved polynomial data sets can easily be
trimmed to the required size). This will save processing power and time, by eliminating the need
to generate the data sets again.
Lastly, another interesting application that uses the G polynomials has recently been
published in scientific literature [24]. This work is an analytic methodology that guides the user
as to what surface within an optical design should be selected to apply freeform optimization to.
This approach has been shown to be effective even for an optical system with many freeform /
non-freeform optical surfaces.
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Chapter 3
Curl polynomials and their use in modeling errors in metrology systems
This chapter summarizes the discussion on curl polynomials and their applications in modeling
errors in metrology systems. The in-depth work on this topic is presented in appendix C.

3.1

C polynomials: background and derivation

The G polynomial set is a complete set of gradient polynomials, orthogonal in the rectangular
domain and capable of representing data obtained as gradients of a surface or wavefront. To fully
represent all vector data in the rectangular domain, another set of polynomials are needed, that
can characterize parts of vector data not represented by the gradient polynomials. These
polynomials, that we named as C polynomials, are defined locally as a rotation or curl and have
zero divergence. The C polynomials themselves or the combined set of both G and C
polynomials can be very useful in quantifying and providing corrections for mapping distortion
and errors in the metrology system, such as alignment or systematic errors. The C polynomial
set, like its G polynomial counterpart, is derived from the two-dimensional Chebyshev
polynomials of the first kind and is orthogonal in the rectangular domain. Using the same
definitions for the T and F polynomial sets as stated in chapter 2, we can define C polynomials
as:
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(3.1)

The single index (j) and double index (n and m) follow the same conventions and conversion
procedure as for the G polynomials. More details on the curl polynomial set’s derivation and
mathematical background is stated in appendix C. The normalization factor for C polynomials,
called NC is given in Eqn. (3.2) and is the same as the normalization factor for G polynomials.
Table 3.1 lists the first ten C polynomials, with the single and double-indexing variables shown.
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Like the G polynomials, recursive relations were derived for the C polynomials as well.
In terms of the T polynomials, C polynomials can be expressed recursively as:
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Table 3.1: Table of the first ten C polynomials [13].
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The G polynomials can be thought of as irrotational vector fields, with zero curl
everywhere and C polynomials as solenoidal vector fields with zero divergence everywhere.
These two fields overlap in the Laplacian vector domain, where both divergence and curl are
zero. Consequently, both the G and C polynomials will contain common terms, for which the
Laplacian is zero. If the scalar function used for generating both the gradient and curl polynomial
sets, i.e., the F polynomial set, represents wavefront, the overlapping terms correspond to a
wavefront with zero net curvature at any point in the pupil. The Laplacian is a mathematical
operator that can be defined as the divergence of the gradient of a function. It can be calculated
both empirically, using the sine and cosine based definition of the G polynomials [7] and
numerically, from either the G or C polynomials.
For applications where only the G or C polynomials are used, the overlapping terms with
Laplacian = 0 should be included in the set. However, if we want to use a combination of the two
sets together, it must be ensured that the Laplacian = 0 terms aren’t counted twice. They should
only be present in one of the two polynomial sets. One implementation would be remove the G
polynomials terms whose divergence is zero from the G basis set. We implemented this in
software codes, which makes it very efficient and accurate to get the combined G and C
polynomial sets, even for very high polynomial orders.
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3.2

Applications of C polynomials for modeling errors in deflectometry systems

The C polynomial set has zero divergence everywhere and represents local curl. Hence, it can be
used to represent the effect of misalignments and system errors on measured or simulated
metrology data. A well-known deflectometry system, called Scanning Long-wave Optical Test
System, abbreviated as SLOTS [25] is an infrared (IR) deflectometry system, that measures the
surface slopes of the UUT (unit under test) by capturing the UUT’s specular reflection from a
scanning hot wire. This line source scans across the aperture first in the x and then in the y
direction (or vice versa). Ideally, the x and y scans should be exactly orthogonal to each other.
However, practically it is not always possible to get an exact right angle between the two scan
directions and there exist limitations even in determining this angle precisely. The curl
polynomials can be a powerful tool for this analysis. Using existing measurement data, an
analysis involving C polynomials can determine if there is any clocking (deviation from
orthogonality) between the two scanning directions and how much of the clocking is present.
Then, either the effects of the clocking can be calibrated out from the measurement or the system
set-up and alignment can be improved based on this information. Reference [13] gives an
example of a similar clocking correction analysis for the SCOTS (Software configurable optical
test system) deflectometry system [26], which uses visible light, often from a monitor or another
such LCD screen, as the source.
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First, a numerical model based on C polynomials was created. To obtain this model, we
measured a freeform Alvarez lens (details of which can be found in [13]) using the SCOTS setup. The first measurement was made with the lens set at a nominal, reference position
(corresponding to 0° clocking). Then the lens was rotated every 0.5° till it reached a total rotation
of 5°, and at each step a measurement was made. Each measurement consisted of x and y slope
data. To replicate the effect of mis-clocking (such as non-orthogonality in the SLOTS scanning
directions), the input for surface reconstruction was one slope map from the rotated measurement
and the other at 0°. For instance, to represent a 3.5° mis-clocking, the x slope from the 3.5°
measurement and the y slope from a 0° metrology were used. The eleven mis-clocking
measurements (from 0.5° to 5.0°, taken every 0.5°) were fitted with the first 50 C polynomials.
When all eleven measurements were analyzed together, it was observed that specific C
polynomial terms showed a consistent increasing or decreasing trend as the mis-clocking was
increased. These polynomials terms were j = 1, 2, 4, 8, 11, 13 and 17, where j is the single index
numbering for the C polynomials, as defined in [13]. The selected polynomial terms and their
calculated values were used to develop a regression type model, which could be used to calculate
the mis-clocking value for any other measurements. To test the accuracy of the model, two
additional mis-clocking measurements were made: one for 0.6° and the second for 2.3°. The C
polynomial coefficient values from the measured slope data were given to the predictive model
and yielded results with accuracy greater than 0.1°. The results are summarized in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2: C polynomial-based mis-clocking estimation performance for the Alvarez lens deflectometry data analysis case [13].

True (T) [Degree] Computed (C) [Degree] Error (T - C) [Degree] % Error [%]
0.6

0.6024

-0.0024

-0.4000

2.3

2.3917

-0.0917

-3.9870

This experiment proves the hypothesis that certain C polynomials can be used to
characterize the errors in a measurement system. Further study on this topic could relate the
specific C polynomial terms used for the regression model to other physical parameters or
sources of error in the system. This thought process can be extended to other optical metrology
systems as well.

3.3

Modeling Imaging Distortion using G and C polynomials

The combined set of G and C polynomials can be used to fit any vector data in the rectangular
domain. One highly useful example of this is mapping imaging distortion in optical systems.
This is shown through a simulated study in [13] and appendix C that models distortion in a
simulated Three Mirror Anastigmat (TMA) with rectangular aperture, obtained from the Zemax
standard library [27]. The optical layout of this design, obtained from Zemax files [27] is shown
in Fig. 3.1(a) and its distortion map in Fig. 3.1(b) (also obtained from the Zemax file).
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Figure 3.1: (a) Schematic of the simulated TMA camera system in the Zemax library [27] (b) Distortion map for this
system using 20×20 grid sampling with 15× arrow size magnification [27].

This distortion data is essentially a position map, that tells the sampled image location values, in
x and y, for both the ideal and actual location. The difference between the two sets of values is
proportional to the slope of wavefront distortion. This slope data is fitted with the combined G
and C polynomial sets, as described in section 3.1. For this fitting, twelve polynomial terms were
used (6 G and 6 C). For comparison, the same data was also fit with another vector polynomial
set, that consists of gradient and curl polynomial terms as well. This set, called the S (gradient
polynomials) [18] and T (curl polynomials) [28], is based on Zernike polynomials and is
orthogonal across a circular aperture. The combined Zernike-based set used for fitting also
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consisted of a total of 12 terms (6 S and 6 T).

For both the fits, the respective Laplacian = 0

terms were only counted once. Table 3.2 shows the results of the two fits, where the real error is
the RMS error between the position predicted by the fitting and the actual position from the
simulation, while % error is the actual error, expressed as a percentage of the RMS of actual
position. As described in section 2.3, the specific numerical implementation of both these modal
techniques will dictate the exact error values we obtain. The values given here are based on a
simple numerical implementation, that is deemed sufficient for highlighting the capabilities of
the G and C polynomial sets.
Table 3.3: Fitting performance comparison of the two vector polynomial set cases to represent/model the TMA camera’s distortion map [13].

S & T polynomial fitting G & C polynomial fitting
x-position

y-position

x-position

y-position

Real Error [µm] 0.593

0.654

0.255

0.285

% Error [%]

8.30

5.35

3.62

12.44

The G and C polynomial fitting outperforms the S and T polynomial fitting by having
approximately 6% less average error (relative to the actual position based on values from the
Zemax simulation). The average percentage error is defined as the average of the percentage
errors in the x and y directions.
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Distortion correction can be improved by adding more polynomial terms to the fit. One
reason for choosing only 12 polynomials in this case was that the S and T polynomials do not
have a straightforward way to calculate terms with Laplacian = 0 hence, determining the
complete set needed reliance on overlap terms listed in [28], which were only given up to this
order and to make a fair comparison between the two sets of polynomials, the same number of
terms should be used in both cases. As mentioned before, one major advantage of the G and C
polynomials is the ease and efficiency of various calculations, such as the calculation to
determine the Laplacian = 0 terms. This ensures that the complete set of G and C polynomials,
only including the overlapping Laplacian terms once, can easily be determined even for high
polynomial orders.
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Chapter 4
Adaptive Shack–Hartmann Wavefront Sensor for increased dynamic range of
measurement
This chapter is a summary of the last major portion of this work, and its details are presented in
appendix D.

4.1

Adaptive Shack–Hartmann Wavefront Sensor: basic concept and its

implementation
As mentioned in the introduction, the Shack–Hartmann wavefront sensor (SHWFS) is a device
that measures the local slopes of the wavefront under test. It uses an array of small lenses, called
lenslets, to sample the wavefront. The detector is divided (virtually) into sub-sections, called
detector subapertures, as shown in Fig. 1.2. In a nominal or unaberrated situation, a collimated
beam of light passing through the lenslet array will result in small focused spots at the nominal,
reference positions on the detector. For a typical SHWFS, each lenslet corresponds to a single
detector subaperture; so a collimated, unaberrated beam of light will produce a focused spot at
each detector subaperture, at its nominal position (e.g., the center of the subaperture). When an
aberrated wavefront passes through the lenslet array, the focused spots of light move away from
the nominal or reference situation. The amount of departure of a focused spot relative to its
reference position is proportional to the local tip-tilt component of the aberration. Using the
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measured wavefront slope values, the wavefront under test can be reconstructed with the help of
a zonal or modal approach, as described earlier for the case of reconstructions from measured
deflectometry data (section 1.1). While designing a generic SHWFS, a trade-off is made between
the spatial resolution of measurement and the dynamic range of the sensor. A smaller detection
subaperture size means the wavefront is sampled more finely and a higher spatial resolution is
obtained for the measurement but the maximum amount of aberration measurable for a fixed
focal length becomes limited. In other words, the sensor has a smaller dynamic range.
Conventional SHWFSs have a fixed dynamic range of measurement. We introduce a novel idea
([15] and appendix D) to increase the dynamic range of measurement and allow the sensor to
reconfigure adaptively, based on the amount and kind of aberration so that the best possible
spatial resolution is achieved while being able to measure relatively large or small local
wavefront slopes. This concept, named Adaptive Shack–Hartmann Wavefront Sensor (ASHWFS), is an active approach that uses an electronically modulated mask to block or unblock
lenslets in any desired pattern. If a lens or group of lenses is blocked, the corresponding detector
subaperture size increases in that region and so larger slope measurements are possible. Of
course, since fewer lenslets are now sampling the same area of the wavefront, the spatial
resolution of measurement also decreases in that region.
To apply the electronically modulated masking that blocks desired lenslets, a liquid
crystal display (LCD) panel, without its back-light illumination unit, is placed in front of the
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lenslet array. Each pixel of the LCD can be electronically addressed through a computing device.
By matching the pixels of the LCD to the lenslets, the amount of light passing through the
lenslets can be controlled. This is shown schematically in Fig. 4.1. The electronic mask can be
applied symmetrically e.g., we can block every other row of pixels in the vertical direction or it
can be applied in an uneven, non-symmetric pattern. In addition to the type of mask, we can also
choose which regions of the lenslet array to apply the mask to and the rest of the aperture can be
left unmasked. This would be the situation when we want to measure wavefronts that have a
large slope variation locally, only over a section of the entire wavefront. Then, the region of the
lenslet array through which the highly aberrated part of the beam passes is strongly masked (i.e.,
more lenslets in a given region are blocked, making the wavefront sampling in that region lower)
and the detected wavefront from that region will be coarsely sampled while the rest of the array
either remains unblocked or has a smaller blocking pattern (i.e., the wavefront sampling remains
finer in that region). In this way, we ensure that all the wavefront is reliable measured while
maintaining the best possible spatial resolution.
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Figure 4.1: (a) Schematic layout of the A-SHWFS using actively modulated LCD lenslet array mask. (b) Depiction
of how the LCD lenslet array mask (left) and the corresponding detector subapertures (right) are changed
dynamically, from a fully unblocked (top) to partially blocked (bottom) situation. The squares on the left represent
the pattern sent from the computer to the LCD screen [15].

For testing our concept, we developed an in-house customized lenslet array [15] made on a
Poly(methyl methacrylate), or PMMA, substrate by using the single point diamond turning
(SPDT) method.
To properly and completely implement the A-SHWFS concept, we also did a significant
amount of mathematical development and software coding. Among these, the two substantial
topics were (a) a centroiding algorithm for determining the focused spots locations and (b) a
modal method to reconstruct the wavefront being tested, from its measured slope values. Many
SHWFSs apply some centroiding in image processing software as the focused spots at the
detection plane usually have some spread but for the A-SHWFS this is especially important
because the focal plane image spots are more degraded compared to the standard SHWFS
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without an LCD. This is because of scattering from the LCD’s internal structures as well as
diffraction effects from the diamond-turned tool marks on the lenslet array. Hence, we developed
an intensity-weighted centroiding algorithm, that helped determine the statistical centroid of the
image spots. The implementation details of this algorithm are provided in appendix D. The
wavefront reconstruction algorithm uses the G polynomials based fitting method described in
chapter 2. This method suits the A-SHWFS very well because it has a rectangular aperture, the
property measured is wavefront slope and the system is non-rotationally symmetric. For future
development, a C polynomials-based analysis could be applied to this system for determining
and calibrating its systematic errors and misalignment. Also, the G and C polynomials could be
used to conduct a thorough investigation of various system parameters or a sensitivity analysis as
the various polynomial terms or modes can be correlated to physical properties or errors of the
system.
An increased dynamic range of measurement may be achieved by modifying other
system parameters, such as the focal length of the lenslets. However, it would be very difficult to
implement those changes in existing SHWFS systems because it would require customized and
fixed hardware and possibly software changes to the system such as switching out the lenslet
array. One of the most attractive qualities of our technique is that it can be assimilated into most
existing setups without a major system overhaul. All that is required is a one-time adjustment to
the system set-up, after which the electronic masking is implemented purely through software
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control, and it can be completely turned off easily through software commands, without making
any additional hardware or system set-up changes.
Another appealing property of this method is that it also does not need any complicated
devices or heavy computing resources to function. One of the ways this technique is novel is that
it allows for a highly efficient, even irregular, and greatly adaptive reconfiguration of the
detection subapertures. This reconfiguration may even be done in real-time and a feedback loop
can be set-up where the detector subapertures are reconfigured dynamically using the measured
value of the wavefront aberration. This will ensure that the wavefront being measured has the
best trade-off between sufficient dynamic range and spatial resolution, even if the wavefront
keeps changing over time. Most other techniques that try to use a similar concept do not have the
ability to dynamically change the sampling size and do not have different sampling sizes and
configurations for different parts of the aperture, in a simple and computationally efficient way
either.

4.2

System prototype

This work extended the concept and implementation scheme of the A-SHWFS into a prototype
design, leveraging a fully matured economical solution, with an electronically modulated LCD
panel and efficient software controls. The light source is a 532 nm laser, passed through a spatial
filter. A 200 mm focal length lens collimates the filtered beam and this collimated light is the
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reference wavefront for the sensor. A three-mirror system is used next, the purpose of which is to
introduce systematic wavefront aberration. These mirrors are all flat and have a hexagonal shape.
In order to generate localized high aberration in the system, two of the three hexagonal mirrors
are kept stationary while the third mirror is tilted in a controlled and measured manner. The
moving mirror has an electronically controlled precision tilt actuator connected to it, that allows
the mirror to tilt continuously at a controlled pace. The portion of the beam reflected from this
mirror provides the section of wavefront that creates a large, localized (relative to the entire
beam reflected from the three mirrors) tilt, which is used to demonstrate the adaptive sampling
competency of the A-SHWFS. The other two mirrors both remain stationary and the portion of
beam reflected off these two mirrors corresponds to the section of wavefront that doesn’t change
and hence the detection area which this light corresponds to will have no change in sampling.
The collimating lens is the system stop. The beam overfills the detector and ensures that there is
enough light to fill the detector even when the moving hexagonal mirror is tilted substantially.
This also means that the system aperture is defined by the detector, which is a 20 Megapixel
CMOS (Complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor) with a rectangular sensor of dimensions
32.77 × 24.58 mm. The segmented mirror configuration was chosen to symbolize a locally
varying wavefront with large magnitude variations, the proper detection and best-possible spatial
sampling of which is one of the most important target applications of the A-SHWFS concept.
Fig. 4.2 shows an actual picture of this prototype A-SHWFS.
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Figure 4.2: A-SHWFS prototype configuration for proof-of-concept experiment. The green arrows represent the
direction of laser wavefront propagation through the set-up [15].

As mentioned in section 4.1, the lenslet array for the prototype A-SHWFS was custom designed
and built in-house, at the University of Arizona. The lenslet array size is 40 × 40 mm and it
consists of 35 × 35 lenslets (with missing corner regions). Each lenslet was designed to have a
focal length of 20 mm and it covers 6 × 6 pixels of the LCD. This means that in order to fully
block out one lenslet, the corresponding 6 × 6 LCD pixels will have to be electronically masked.
The pixel size and pitch for the LCD as well as the lenslet size and pitch were both matched and
verified using microscopes. Based on the system parameters, the native dynamic range of a
single A-SHWFS lenslet in the x and y directions was calculated to be +/- 28.5 mrad. This means
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that without the adaptive sampling and detector subaperture reconfiguration, this sensor would
only be able to correctly measure wavefront slope values less than +/- 28.5 mrad.

4.3

Experimental results

Two experiments were performed with the prototype A-SHWFS, one to verify the basic
performance of the sensor as well as to measure its accuracy and the second to demonstrate its
novel adaptive sampling and re-configuration ability. A simulation study was also carried out to
further express the capabilities of the A-SHWFS concept under various circumstances. A brief
description of the experimental set-ups and their results are provided below. Further details can
be found in appendix D.
4.3.1

Determining the A-SHWFS accuracy of measurement

To determine the prototype sensor’s measurement accuracy, the same wavefront slope values
were measured from the A-SHWFS and from a commercial precision autocollimator. The
autocollimator has an accuracy of ±1.21×10-3 mrad and resolution of 2×10-4 mrad. For this
experiment, the three hexagonal mirrors set-up, introduced in section 4.2, and shown in Fig. 4.3
was used, where two mirrors remained stationary while the third is systematically moved so that
a tilt is added to the reflected beam. A small, circular mirror was attached to the back-side of the
moving hexagonal mirror (Fig. 4.3 (b)). The autocollimator is set-up facing the back-side of the
three hexagonal mirrors set-up in such a way that light from the autocollimator reflects off the
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small circular mirror and goes back to the autocollimator, which measures the orientation of the
small mirror with respect to its optical axis (i.e., reference) as shown in Fig. 4.3 (b). As the
moving hexagonal mirror is tilted, the autocollimator measures the co-mounted small mirror’s
orientation which provides the comparison data for the A-SHWFS’s accuracy test.

Figure 4.3: (a) Picture of the three adjacent hexagonal mirror segments set-up. The green circle represents where the
test beam hits the mirror set-up and the dotted orange circle shows the approximate location of the small mirror
behind the active segment used for the reference autocollimator measurements. (b) Schematic of autocollimator setup providing the golden standard for the A-SHWFS accuracy test. Red dotted arrows represent the autocollimator
beam going to / from the small mirror [15].

Two types of measurements were made for this experiment: one with small motions of the active
mirror’s precision actuator, which introduced small magnitudes of tilt in the beam and the second
with a larger step sizes for the actuator motion, which introduced relatively larger amounts of tilt
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in the test wavefront. For both cases, the error is defined as the difference between the
autocollimator value and the A-SHWFS value while the total percentage error is the average of
all individual percentage error values, calculated as the actual error as a percentage of the
reference (autocollimator) value.
The prototype A-SHWFS’s measurements have a 1.32 % average error for the small tilt
values case and 1.13 % for the large tilt values case. The actual errors between the two sets of
measurements is plotted in Fig. 4.4.

Figure 4.4: (a) Small, and (b) Large magnitude of tilt measurements comparing the autocollimator and A-SHWFS
values (blue circles). The error (red crosses), that is the difference between the autocollimator and A-SHWFS
values, is shown with its own axis on the right side in both figures. A linear fit to the data is shown as the black line
in both graphs [15].
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4.3.2
Displaying the adaptive wavefront sampling and dynamic detector
subaperture reconfiguration abilities of the A-SHWFS
As outlined in section 4.1, one of the most important applications of the A-SHWFS is its ability
to detect localized high-slope magnitude wavefronts while maintaining the best possible spatial
resolution over the entire wavefront. To display this ability of the sensor, an experiment was setup where the measured wavefront had a specific region over which it was aberrated while the
rest of the wavefront had almost no aberration. This was achieved with the help of the three
hexagonal mirrors set-up described before, and pictorially shown in Fig. 4.3. As the active mirror
is tilted more and more, the tilt added to the reflected beam’s high aberrated region increases
while the unaberrated region of the beam (part of the beam reflected from the two stationary
mirrors) remains as-is throughout the experiment.
At the start of the experiment when the active mirror has no tilt or a very small amount of
tilt, all the detection subapertures, over the entire detection area, have the same size. This is the
smallest possible detector subaperture size, which corresponds to a situation of no or very small
aberration. As the moving mirror adds a high enough local tilt where the wavefront slopes
increase beyond the measurement capability of the smallest detection subaperture size (i.e., the
focused image spot moves outside or very close to the boundary of the detection subaperture),
electronic masking is activated. The mask is applied in such a way that every other lenslet is
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blocked in both the horizontal and vertical directions. This decreases the sampling of the
wavefront but increases the detector subapertures size and the wavefront can now be accurately
measured by the sensor. It is important to note that the increase in detector subaperture size
occurs only locally, in the region corresponding to the highly aberrated part of the wavefront.
The rest of the detection area maintains the native (smallest possible detector subaperture size)
configuration. So, the sampling of the wavefront doesn’t change in this nearly unaberrated region
(some very small aberration may still be present because of measurement instability, noise etc.).
These situations are shown in Fig. 4.5, which shows images from the CMOS detector of the
focused spots on the imaging plane. The figure on the left (Fig. 4.5 (a)) shows the measurement
near the start of the experiment, when a very small amount of tilt was added to the beam. All the
regions of the wavefront have the same sampling size / frequency. The figure on the right (Fig.
4.5(b)) shows the sensor when the local tilt was large enough to cause the detection subapertures
to reconfigure. Only the detection region from the highly aberrated wave has a reduced sampling,
shown as much lesser (and farther spread out) image spots than for the low aberration case.
Overlaid on both images in Fig. 4.5 are red arrows that plot the motion of the spots relative to the
reference positions (when there was no tilt in the beam). The arrows in Fig. 4.5 (a) are much
shorter, indicating a small distance traveled by the image spots while the ones in 4.5 (b) are
much longer, indicating the larger distance traveled. Of course, the number of arrows also
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reduces from Fig. 4.5(a) to Fig. 4.5(b) since many lenslets are blocked when the adaptive gating
starts.

Figure 4.5: Spots from the lenslets, on the CMOS detector. Red arrows show the spot motion relative to reference
spots, on the active mirror portion of the image. (a) For small tilt, all three mirrors display the maximum number of
spots (i.e., higher spatial sampling of the wavefront). The red arrows are shorter. (b) When the amount of tilt
increases, the stationary mirror zones maintain the same number of spots while spots from the actively moving
mirror have been selectively blocked by the LCD panel to increase the slope measurement dynamic range only in
the optimal zone. Hence, the red arrows are longer [15].

Tilt was added to a localized section of the beam in a controlled, steady way, by maintaining a
constant speed of motion for the precision actuator that tilts the mirror. Images from the sensor
were captured at regular intervals of time, as the mirror was being tilted and each of the images,
or frames from the sensor, were used as the data for the image processing software we developed
that detected the focused spots, centroided them (as explained in section 4.1), calculated their
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difference from the reference location, and then used this slope data to reconstruct the wavefront
using the G polynomial modal method described in chapter 2. Fig. 4.6 shows the wavefront
reconstructions from a portion of the titled part of the beam, for a few measurements. The
average slope value for each measurement is also shown, along with the timestamps of the time
that particular frame was captured by the CMOS sensor. From left to right, as the time increases,
the slope of the wavefront also increases proportionally. The red dotted line in the center
indicates the moment when the adaptive gating started for this measurement.

Figure 4.6: Enhanced dynamic range demonstration of the adaptive wavefront sensing approach. The reconstructed
wavefront time-lapse shows continuously increasing wavefront tilt as the active mirror was being tilted up-to and
beyond the nominal 28.5 mrad dynamic range. The average slope magnitude for each map is shown as well. The
dotted red line represents the start of adaptive gating i.e., when the blocking mask was applied to the LCD [15].
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We performed a simulation that modeled the response of the A-SHWFS for various aberrations.
It was shown that for a combination of random aberrations, the sensor performs as expected. If a
high localized aberration is present in some region of the wavefront, the sensor adapts itself to
the most efficient sampling scheme, which gives a good trade-off between the ability to correctly
measure the wavefront while maintaining the highest possible spatial resolution for the parts of
the wavefront that aren’t severely aberrated. Details of this study can be found in appendix D.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
This dissertation has presented a set of novel tools and techniques for surface or wavefront
metrology and analysis. The adaptive and dynamic nature of these techniques is necessary for
fulfilling challenging optical metrology and analysis requirements that are critical for new and
innovative advancements in a variety of optical systems and devices – such as precision freeform
optics and high-resolution systems like optical telescopes.
The scope of the work presented can be divided into three main topics. The first topic is the
development of a gradient polynomial basis set and an accompanying modal fitting method that
is used for surface or wavefront reconstruction from measured slope data. This set, named the G
polynomials, is obtained from the gradients of two-dimensional Chebyshev polynomials of the
first kind. Although it is orthogonal across rectangular apertures but it does not represent
balanced aberrations across such pupils. However, the application of this polynomial set is
primarily towards data from non-symmetric systems, such as measurements made from
deflectometry systems. Closed-form and recursive solutions were found for G polynomials and
the development of an efficient data processing methodology using these polynomials means that
tens of thousands of G polynomial terms can be used in the surface / wavefront reconstruction
process. This quality is necessary for modal fitting methodologies when preserving the mid-to-
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high spatial frequencies of the surface is important (such as for astronomical telescopes), for
precision freeform optics (the use of which includes systems for photography, Augmented /
Virtual reality, medical devices etc.) or to solve practical metrology problems such poor surface
reconstruction when measurements are made with blockers on the surface (e.g. fiducials placed
on optics during distortion correction, telescope aperture blockers aka ‘spiders’ or a scratch on
the surface of the optic). Analysis from simulated and real deflectometry data shows the G
polynomial method to have high accuracy of reconstruction and higher robustness to noise
(compared to the traditional zonal method). It allows for a good representation of mid-to-high
spatial frequencies (comparable to what is achieved by the standard Southwell zonal method) as
well as higher accuracy of reconstruction in the presence of blockers (compared to both the zonal
method and another modal method). The G polynomial methodology also shows a better
performance than the Southwell zonal method when data is sampled unevenly.
The second part of this work is the development of a curl polynomial set (called C polynomials)
and a vector data fitting methodology that uses either the C polynomials or a combination of G
and C polynomials to detect and measure errors in measurement systems, optimized for systems
with rectangular apertures. C polynomials are orthogonal across rectangular apertures and are
obtained from the curl of the same scalar basis set used for generating G polynomials i.e., twodimensional Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind. A simulation example shows the technique
of using the combined G and C polynomials set (where the common terms, which have
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Laplacian = 0 are only counted once), for mapping imaging distortion. It also compared the
results of this mapping with that from another gradient and curl polynomial basis set
combination – that is based on the Zernike polynomials and shows that the G and C polynomial
fit outperforms the other method by having a lower fitting residual error. Another application
showing the usefulness of the C polynomials was demonstrated by measuring a highly freeform
Alvarez lens with a deflectometry system. Measurements from the system were intentionally
mis-oriented to model a system misalignment by creating non-orthogonality (or mis-clocking
error) between the gradients in the x and y directions. Values from the C polynomial based model
matched the actual mis-clocking values closely.
The last tool from the adaptive and dynamic metrology and analysis methods introduced in this
work is a modified Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor with an extended dynamic range of
measurement. This sensor, called the Adaptive Shack–Hartmann wavefront sensor, abbreviated
as A-SHWFS, has the ability to dynamically adapt to the wavefront under test and modify its
detection subapertures in an appropriate way. The sensor uses an LCD screen placed in front of
the lenslet array, whose pixels are matched with the lenslets, to control the amount of light
passing through each lenslet. By stopping or allowing light through pixels of the LCD, the
corresponding lenslets can be blocked or unblocked respectively. This gating or masking is
electronically controlled. Any generic SHWFS needs to make a trade-off between the dynamic
range of measurement and the spatial resolution of the detected wavefront. The A-SHWFS is
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designed to provide the best possible compensation between the two. The image processing and
control software for the A-SHWFS was designed such that if a wavefront with a highly localized
(relative to the full wavefront) aberration is tested, only the region of the sensor measuring the
localized high aberration would have its detection subapertures reconfigured and create a low
spatial sampling for that part of the measured wavefront while the rest of the detection area
would maintain smaller detection subapertures and consequently the wavefront measured in this
region would maintain a high sampling. Measured slope data from the A-SHWFS is
reconstructed using the G polynomial based modal fitting.
A prototype of this sensor was developed and several tests were performed on it to verify its
performance and capabilities. The prototype A-SHWFS uses a commercial LCD screen (with its
backlight removed) and a customized in-house manufactured lenslet array. Performance
verification test of the A-SHWFS revealed a close match to a commercial precision
autocollimator, with excellent resolution and accuracy. The adaptive sampling and regional
blocking competence of the A-SHWFS was demonstrated through an experiment that used three
hexagonal mirrors (two stationary and one moving) to introduce a local tilt to a section of the
beam, while the rest of the beam remained unaberrated. As expected, the sensor maintains its
native detector subaperture sizes for a small amount of local tilt but when the tilt exceeds the
dynamic range of measurement of the lenslets, the sensor applies an electronic mask to the LCD,
which selectively blocks lenslets so that the detection subapertures area is increased in the region
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corresponding to this high tilt while the rest of the detection subapertures maintain their native
size. A simulation study extended this result further to include other aberrations and show a good
response of the sensor to those (random) aberrations.
We have introduced three important and novel tools / methodologies for improving optical
metrology and analysis. The underlying basics, operational principles, applications and
experimental verification have been discussed. We believe this work will help further the
development of many cutting-edge technologies, across a wide range of disciplines and
applications.
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Abstract
In this paper, we present a modal data processing methodology, for reconstructing high resolution surfaces from measured slope data, over rectangular apertures. One of the primary goals is the ability to effectively reconstruct deflectometry
measurement data for high resolution and freeform surfaces, such as telescope mirrors. We start by developing a gradient
polynomial basis set which can quickly generate a very high number of polynomial terms. This vector basis set, called the G
polynomials set, is based on gradients of the Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind. The proposed polynomials represent
vector fields that are defined as the gradients of scalar functions. This method yields reconstructions that fit the measured
data more closely than those obtained using conventional methods, especially in the presence of defects in the mirror surface
and physical blockers/markers such as fiducials used during deflectometry measurements. We demonstrate the strengths of
our method using simulations and real metrology data from the Daniel K. Inouye Solar Telescope (DKIST) primary mirror.
Keywords Surface measurements, numerical approximation and analysis · Instrumentation, measurement, and metrology ·
Information processing · Deflectometry · Testing

1 Introduction
The Daniel K. Inouye Solar Telescope (DKIST) [2] will be
to-date, the largest optical solar telescope ever built. It aims
to provide vastly enhanced spatial, spectral and image resolution. The telescope’s primary mirror is a 4.2 m aperture
off-axis parabola. The surface quality specifications were
quite challenging, particularly requirements for the surface figure, irregularity and BRDF. In fact, this may be the
smoothest large mirror ever made [19]. One big challenge
with fabrication of such large, freeform mirrors is that the
metrology method requires high dynamic range coupled with
excellent resolution and accuracy.
One such metrology technique that has proven effective
for measurement of such freeform surfaces is deflectometry
[7, 12, 27, 28, 32]. Deflectometry measures the slope of the
test optic surface in a very simple package, requiring only a
light source and a camera.
* Dae Wook Kim
letter2dwk@hotmail.com
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College of Optical Sciences, University of Arizona, 1630 E.
University Blvd, Tucson, AZ 85721, USA
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Steward Observatory, University of Arizona, 933 N. Cherry
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To obtain a surface sag map from the slope data, integration must be performed either with a zonal approach such as
Southwell integration [24] or a modal approach such as the
one proposed in this paper.
We show how our particular modal reconstruction
method, using our gradient polynomials can work well
for large, freeform and especially high-resolution surfaces
(e.g., DKIST) and also deal with some common metrology
requirements for such projects. One of these requirements
is a large dynamic range of slopes and local obscurations
from small fiducials commonly placed on the surface of the
mirror. These fiducials are used as reference markers and can
significantly impact the reconstruction data.
Modal reconstruction methods have several advantages
over zonal approaches in the sense that modal techniques
are less sensitive to measurement noise, and the number
of modes considered can be adapted to the problem [21].
Li et al. [13] have proposed a zonal integration method for
deflectometry that shows better results than the traditional
Southwell zonal integration method, especially for an unequally sampled grid and circular apertures. However, even
their improved zonal method does not reach the accuracy
achieved by modal fitting. In their experiment [13], the
modal reconstruction result is closer to the interferometric
result in terms of surface figure and RMS value.
Vol.:(0123456789)
13
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Numerous reports have detailed the advantages of fitting
data directly in the slope domain. For instance, Zhao et al.
[33] claim measured vector data (slopes) should be fit using
vector polynomials. They also assert that it is preferable to
fit data using vector functions that are orthogonal over the
measurement domain for several reasons, including the fact
that when fitting real data, noise propagation increases with
the use of non-orthogonal basis functions. Our proposed
polynomial set (G polynomials) are orthogonal vector polynomials and thus have many nice features.
It must be stressed that this methodology was not developed to be a representation of balanced aberrations over a
rectangular aperture. The aim of this paper is not to provide
a modal solution to optical fabrication problems where aberration analysis, based on the coefficients of the polynomial
set, is critical. We use the modal fitting as an alternative
to zonal integration, for the reasons discussed throughout
this paper. Furthermore, the optical systems under consideration in this work are neither rotationally symmetric, nor
anamorphic.
It is not uncommon to see optical systems utilizing rectangular apertures, as is the case for the Gaia telescope
system [4, 20] or X-ray mirrors [29]. The high resolution
deflectometry could easily be extended to metrology of solar
panels and collectors, which have rectangular or non-circular
aperture shapes, also. Although the proposed reconstruction
is designed for rectangular datasets, the method is general
enough to reconstruct other non-symmetric or freeform
shapes. Freeform surfaces are gaining widespread attention because of their utility despite their manufacturing and
metrology challenges [3, 8, 31].
This paper begins with a description of 2D Chebyshev
polynomials, which can be obtained by taking the product
of two Chebyshev polynomial sets representing the two Cartesian coordinate directions used to define a rectangle. It is
important to define this set fully since it serves as the scalar
basis for the proposed gradient (G) polynomials, defined
in Sect. 2. The application of these polynomials to surface
reconstruction for deflectometry applications is then discussed in detail.
Section 3 describes the data processing methodology
used in the modal fitting approach, which employs the G
polynomials (especially for high-resolution data). Section 4 talks about infrared (IR) deflectometry, specifically
for the DKIST. Section 5 provides detailed analysis of the
reconstructions performed using the G polynomial approach
as well as comparisons with the reconstructions obtained
using the conventional Southwell zonal method. Concluding
remarks are presented in Sect. 6.

2 Polynomial Basis
2.1 Scalar Polynomials
The Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind [35], in one
dimension (1D) are defined by the recursion relation,

Tm+1 (x) = 2xTm (x) − Tm−1 (x)
where T0 (x) = 1, T1 (x) = x,

for − 1 ≤ x ≤ 1,

or via analytical expressions:
(2)
2-D scalar polynomials (F) are then defined as [15]:

Tm (x) = cos(m 𝜃),

x = cos 𝜃.

Fj (x, y) = Fnm (x, y) = Tm (x)Tn (y),

(3)
where j is the polynomial number and m and n are indices
representing the two dimensions of the polynomials.
The values of m and n are chosen such that for each
order, m starts from the order number and goes all the way
down to zero, while n starts from zero and goes all the way
up to the order number. The conversion from single index
(j), to double indices (m, n) has been made by using the
following method:

No. of terms (t) = order + 1,
For variable ‘a’ going from t to 0:
m = a−1, n = t−a.
A visual representation and the mathematical expressions of the first 15 F polynomials are given in Fig. 1 and
Table 1, respectively. The 2D polynomial set is defined in

Fig. 1  Plots of 2D Chebyshev polynomials
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Table 1  2D Chebyshev polynomials
j

m

n

Fj (x, y)

Explicit form of Fj (x, y)

0
1
2
3

0
1
0
2

0
0
1
0

T0 (x)T0 (y)
T1 (x)T0 (y)
T0 (x)T1 (y)
T2 (x)T0 (y)

1
x
y

4
5

1
0

1
2

T1 (x)T1 (y)
T0 (x)T2 (y)

6

3

0

T3 (x)T0 (y)

7

2

1

T2 (x)T1 (y)

8

1

2

T1 (x)T2 (y)

4x3 − 3x
( 2
)
2x − 1 y
( 2
)
2y − 1 x

9

0

3

T0 (x)T3 (y)

4y3 − 3y

10

4

0

T4 (x)T0 (y)

11

3

1

T3 (x)T1 (y)

8x4 − 8x2 + 1
( 3
)
4x − 3x y

12

2

2

T2 (x)T2 (y)

(2x2 − 1)(2y2 − 1)

13

1

3

T1 (x)T3 (y)

(4y3 − 3y)x

14

0

4

T0 (x)T4 (y)

8y4 − 8y2 + 1

It is also interesting to note that the derivatives of the
Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind are closely related
to Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind [22], via the
relation:

Um−1 (x) =
2

2x − 1
xy

sin(m 𝜃)
1 �
T (x) =
,
m m
sin(𝜃)

x = cos 𝜃.

As for Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind, discrete
orthogonality relations can be defined for the weighted
Chebyshev polynomials
√ of the second kind (where the
weighting function is 1 − x2 ) [18].
By taking the derivatives of the F polynomial set, the
G polynomials are obtained as follows:

2y2 − 1

⃗ j (x, y) = G
⃗ m (x, y) = ∇F m (x, y)
G
n
n
𝜕
𝜕 m
= Fn (x, y)̂i + Fnm (x, y)̂j,
𝜕x
𝜕y
⃗ j (x, y) = Tn (y)T � (x)̂i + Tm (x)T � (y)̂j.
G
m

(6)

n

The G polynomials can be written in terms of the recursive T polynomials as follows,

both the x and y directions on the interval from −1 to +1.
These definitions are similar to those in Ref. [15].
Chebyshev polynomials have several interesting properties that make them attractive for data fitting, especially
for discrete data. In addition to their orthogonal properties
as defined in Refs. [15, 35], there are many cases in which
the discrete orthogonality of Chebyshev polynomials can be
shown to hold exactly [18]. For example Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind, Tm (x), m = 0, 1, 2, … , N are
orthogonal over the discrete point set comprising the zeros
xN+1,m = 1, 2, … , N + 1, of Tm+1 (x) [1].
Additionally, Chebyshev polynomials can be used as an
approximation to the minimax polynomial, for which the
maximum value of the error between the function and its polynomial approximation, is a minimum within some specified
range [5]. Also, of all expansions in terms of ultra-spherical
polynomials, the Chebyshev series generally has the fastest
rate of convergence [5].

⃗ j (x, y) = m Tn (y)Um−1 (x)̂i + n Tm (x)Un−1 (y)̂j.
G

2.2 Gradient Polynomials

T0 (x) =1, T0 (y) = 1;

T1 (x) = x, T1 (y) = y;

T0� (x) =0, T0� (y) = 0;

T1� (x) = 1, T1� (y) = 1.

Among the most valuable properties of Chebyshev polynomials are the facts that their derivatives are orthogonal and they
can be generated recursively. In 1-D, the gradients are given
by,

[
]
m
T
−
xT
(x)
(x)
m−1
m
Tm� (x) =
,
(
)
1 − x2
[
]
n Tn−1 (y) − yTn (y)
�
Tn (y) =
.
(
)
1 − y2

(5)

(4)

⃗ j (x, y) =
G

(
)(
)
m
(
) Tn+1 (y) − Tn−1 (y) Tm−1 (x) − xTm (x) ̂i
2y 1 − x2
(
)(
)
n
+ (
) Tm+1 (x) − Tm−1 (x) Tn−1 (y) − yTn (y) ̂j,
2x 1 − y2

(7)
or in terms of Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind:
(8)

Table 2 lists the first 15 G polynomials and quiver plots
of the first few non-trivial G polynomials are provided in
“Appendix 1”. Orthonormality of the G polynomials is
provided in “Appendix 2”. Each gradient term is a combination of two terms, each containing one scalar Chebyshev polynomial (Tm or Tn ) and one Chebyshev polynomial
derivative term (Tm′ or Tn′ ). This table was simplified using
the following relations:
(9)

Both T and U polynomials have simple, recursive relationships [35]. Since the G polynomials can be expressed
as a closed form equation involving the T and U polynomials, it is very straightforward and computationally efficient
to generate them. This is a significant advantage for data
processing since it enables large numbers of terms of the
polynomials to be evaluated efficiently and reliably even
if computing resources are limited. For T polynomials, the
difference between recursive and direct calculation is only
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Table 2  Chebyshev gradient
polynomials

j

m

n

⃗ j (x, y)
Explicit form of G

⃗ j (x, y) in terms of Fj (x, y)
G

0

0

0

1

0

0̂i + 0̂j
̂i

0

1
2

0

1

̂j

T0 (x)[T0 (y)−yT1 (y)]

3

2

0

T2� (x)̂i

2

4

1

1

ŷi + x̂j

T1 (y)[T0 (x)−xT1 (x)]

5

0

2

T2� (y)̂j

2

T0 (x)[T1 (y)−yT2 (y)]

6

3

0

T3� (x)̂i

3

T0 (y)[T2 (x)−xT3 (x)]

7

2

1

yT2� (x)̂i + T2 (x)̂j

2

T1 (y)[T1 (x)−xT2 (x)]

8

1

2

T2 (y)̂i + xT2� (y)̂j

T2 (y)[T0 (x)−xT1 (x)]

9

0

3

T3� (y)̂j

3

T0 (x)[T2 (y)−yT3 (y)]

10

4

0

T4� (x)̂i

4

T0 (y)[T3 (x)−xT4 (x)]

11

3

1

yT3� (x)̂i + T3 (x)̂j

3

T1 (y)[T2 (x)−xT3 (x)]

12

2

2

T2 (y)T2� (x)̂i + T2 (x)T2� (y)̂j

2

T2 (y)[T1 (x)−xT2 (x)]

13

1

3

T3 (y)̂i + xT3� (y)̂j

T3 (y)[T0 (x)−xT1 (x)]

14

0

4

T4� (y)̂j

4

10−11, for a polynomial order of 20,000, generated over a
grid of 50,000 points.

T0 (y)[T0 (x)−xT1 (x)]

(1−x2 )
(1−y2 )

∇W(x, y) =

(1−x2 )

(1−x2 )
(1−x2 )

(1−x2 )
(1−x2 )
(1−x2 )

(1−y2 )

̂j

̂j
̂i
̂i +

T2 (x)[T0 (y)−yT1 (y)]

(1−y2 )

̂j

̂j
̂i
̂i +

T3 (x)[T0 (y)−yT1 (y)]

(1−y2 )

̂j

̂i + 2 T2 (x)[T1 (y)−yT2 (y)] ̂j
(1−y2 )

̂i + 3 T1 (x)[T2 (y)−yT3 (y)] ̂j
(1−y2 )

T0 (x)[T3 (y)−yT4 (y)]

(1−y2 )

T1 (x)[T0 (y)−yT1 (y)]

̂i + 2 T1 (x)[T1 (y)−yT2 (y)] ̂j
(1−y2 )

(1−x2 )

(1−x2 )

̂i

̂i +

(1−y2 )

(1−x2 )

⃗ k,
bk G

̂j

T0 (y)[T1 (x)−xT2 (x)]

(1−x2 )

N
∑

̂i

̂j

(11)

k=1

3 High‑Resolution Gradient Data Processing
Using G Polynomials
Modal integration using the G polynomials is discussed in
detail by describing the reconstruction process step by step.

3.1 Modal Fit of Gradient Data
Assume the surface (or wavefront) can be represented as,

W(x, y) =

N
∑

aj Fj ,

(10)

j=1

where aj are the expansion coefficients, which need to be
determined for a given data set.
Similarly, to represent the measured gradient, the following
relation can be employed:

13

where bk are the vector expansion coefficients of the G
polynomials.
For discrete data, we can represent the modal fitting as
a matrix [17]

⃗
(12)
D = Gb,
where D is a column vector of P data values, b is a column
vector containing the N expansion coefficients, and G is a
P × N matrix representing the values of the G polynomials
at the locations of the data points.
The coefficients can then be found using a pseudo-inverse:
(
)−1
⃗ TG
⃗
⃗ T D.
G
b= G

(13)

These b coefficients and the associated G polynomials represent a best-fit estimate of the surface we wish to
reconstruct.
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3.2 Obtaining Scalar Coefficients Directly
from Gradient Data
Based on the method employed in the circular vector data
papers by Zhao and Burge [33, 34], a simple conversion
from G polynomial coefficients to F polynomial coefficients
(see Eq. 3) is derived.
Denoting sets of vector and scalar data as V and S, respectively, the data sets can be expanded in terms of vector and
scalar polynomial sets as follows:

V⃗ =

∑

���⃗k ;
bk G

S=

∑

Fig. 2  Schematic diagram of the SLOTS deflectometry concept.
LWIR stands for long-wave infrared [11]

(14)

ak Fk ,

where

Table 3  DKIST 4.2 m primary mirror optical parameters29

��⃗ = ∇S ; G
��⃗ = ∇F.
(15)
V
Following the above definitions, the vector data can be
expressed as,

Optical parameters

Value

Radius of curvature
Conic constant
Off-axis distance
Clear aperture diameter
Aspheric departure

16 m
− 1.00
4m
4.2 m
~ 9 mm

��⃗ =
V

∑

��⃗k = ∇S =
bk G

∑

ak (∇Fk ) =

∑

��⃗k .
ak G

(16)

Then, the coefficients of the scalar and vector polynomials can be related as,

Note
Parabolic
From parent vertex
Peak-to-valley

a k = bk .

(17)
Thus, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the
coefficient sets, which makes the G polynomials unique and
powerful in terms of reconstructing surface/wavefront maps.
Once the slope data is fit to G polynomials, the surface uses
the same coefficients applied to the F polynomials defined
in Eq. 3.

knowing the system geometry, the local surface slopes in
the x and y directions are calculated.
In these systems, the measured slopes are integrated to
obtain the sag map of the surface under test. While historically the slopes were integrated using a zonal method [24],
a polynomial fitting method has also been attempted. The
older polynomial approach proved impractical at providing
high spatial resolution due to the inability to compute sufficient number of terms.

4 Deflectometry for DKIST

4.1 DKIST Primary Mirror Metrology

A deflectometry system is a metrology tool which directly
measures surface slope of a test optic. Surface reconstruction
therefore requires an integration routine such as the method
discussed above. As we show in Sect. 5, G polynomials are
a particularly useful method for reconstructing surface shape
from a deflectometry measurement.
Two in-house deflectometry systems have been developed
and utilized for situations requiring high spatial resolution
and large dynamic range freeform surface metrology [28,
30]. These systems are essentially computerized reverse
Hartmann tests operating in the visible and long infrared
wavelengths, and have been used to analyze high dynamic
range tests of freeform surfaces [26]. A schematic of the
infrared measurement scheme is shown in Fig. 2. A rectangular tungsten ribbon is heated to create a long wave infrared
source, and is scanned in the x and y orthogonal directions.
The camera focused on the mirror surface, records the reflections from the test mirror surface for both scans, and by

The Daniel K. Inouye Solar Telescope (DKIST) is designed
to provide greatly improved optical performance in imaging,
and spatial and spectral resolution when measuring dynamic
solar phenomenon.
The SLOTS system was used to guide fabrication of the
DKIST primary mirror during the grinding phase. Over this
period a 25 µm down to 12 µm loose grit abrasive was used
to grind the mirror, and the root-mean-square shape error
was reduced from 15 µm to less than 1 µm [10]. The DKIST
primary presented a unique freeform shape to measure,
being a 4.2 m off-axis parabolic mirror constructed from
Zerodur®. The full mirror specifications are provided in
Table 3.
The SLOTS system used for testing consisted of a 4 mm
wide tungsten wire which, when current was applied, would
emit as a black body radiator. This wire served as the source
for the deflectometry system. A micro-bolometer camera
was utilized with an aperture diameter of 14 mm, and a peak
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Table 4  Parameters in the DKIST SLOTS test
Parameter

Value

Unit

Power total consumed
Source surface area
Source width
Camera aperture diameter
Camera focal length
Detector pixel area

44
6280
4
14
35
6.25 × 10−4

W
mm2
mm
mm
mm
mm2

The surface is ground with 12 um grits (700 nm RMS roughness)

Fig. 3  The infrared microbolometer camera used with the SLOTS
set-up

absorption band of 7–11 µm. The camera and source were
placed near the center of curvature of the DKIST primary
mirror, at 17.1 m from the surface in a test tower. The wire
was scanned in orthogonal x and y directions, and as longwave IR light was emitted from the wire it would reflect
from the mirror surface and be recorded by the camera system. Figure 3 shows the camera used with the SLOTS system. The schematic of the entire system was shown in Fig. 2.
In order to obtain slope data the local slopes in both x
and y were calculated by ray tracing from the wire, to the
mirror surface, to a camera detector pixel. This process was
performed for all camera pixels, which were mapped to the
mirror surface and served as discrete ‘pixel’ areas on the
mirror over which the local slopes in x and y were calculated. To achieve this, the Cartesian coordinates of the wire,
camera, and mirror had to be known, as well as the camera
mapping function. The Cartesian coordinates of all components were measured by using a laser tracker [6], which
provided accuracy in position to within 0.1 µm. Additionally,
the wire position during scans in both the x and y directions
was recorded, again with the laser tracker. To determine the
camera mapping function, reflective fiducials were placed
on the mirror and the centroid position of the fiducials was
calculated with the SLOTS system. This was a key step in
the calibration process, and also was one of the most time
consuming steps as the fiducials had to subsequently be
removed, due to the integration method used at the time for
surface reconstruction, which could not account for missing data regions that the fiducials represented for the mirror
surface. The calculated coordinates were compared with a
laser tracker measurement of the true centroids to determine
the camera distortion. With this information, along with the
full system parameters, listed in Table 4, a theoretical certainty of 8.5 µrad could be achieved for the calculated local
slopes [25].

13

Fabrication of the DKIST primary mirror was performed by the College of Optical Sciences at the University of Arizona. During the fine grinding stage deflectometry systems provided sub-micron accuracy for the entire
non-specular, ground, freeform surface metrology [9, 11].
Multiple measurements were performed over the course
of the mirror fabrication with this SLOTS system, and
the raw data was all preserved. This served as an ideal
source for real world slope data, which previously had
been reconstructed into surface sag via a traditional Southwell integration [24] method.
To evaluate the novel modal reconstruction method, this
raw slope data was reconstructed using the new G polynomials based method, and is presented along with the original surface reconstruction results. The data fitting methodology follows the procedure outlined in Sect. 3. Gradient
data obtained from deflectometry is fit with the desired
number of G polynomials, using Eqs. 12 and 13. Vector
polynomial coefficients (referred to as ‘b’ in Sect. 3) thus
obtained are converted to coefficients of the scalar polynomials (called ‘a’ in Sect. 3). In the case of our basis
sets, the scalar and vector coefficients have a one-to-one
correspondence (as seen from Sect. 3.2). Lastly, the ‘a’
coefficients and scalar basis set (F) are used to obtain the
measured surface, using Eq. 10.

5 Performance Analysis
To evaluate the proposed modal method, we analyze its
performance using several simulated and actual data sets.
We discuss the results in terms of several figures of merit,
such as the fit accuracy, performance in the presence of
noise, processing time and the effectiveness of reconstruction obtained with local obscuration cases.
It should be noted that all simulated data had gradients generated by MATLAB’s ‘gradient’ function. This
function uses correlations between pixels to determine
the local slope, and therefore exact reconstruction is not
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Fig. 4  Surface plots of a simulated ideal surface, b G-polynomial-reconstructed surface, and
c Southwell integrated surface

possible unless the slope integration assumes the same
correlations. Neither the Southwell nor G polynomial
method assumes these specific correlations and therefore
we do not expect perfect reconstruction even though the
data is simulated.

5.1 Fit Accuracy
We describe the modal method’s reconstruction accuracy
and compare its results to ideal or Southwell reconstructed
data.

Fig. 5  Comparison of a G-polynomial-reconstructed and b Southwell
integrated surfaces

5.1.1 Fitting Accuracy Evaluation Using Synthetic (Ideal)
Data

Table 5  RMS Values of the differences between the Southwell (i.e.,
reference) and modal reconstructions; generated using different numbers of modal terms

We start by demonstrating how a simulated data set can be
reconstructed accurately using G polynomials. A data set
described by the following equation was generated in MATLAB in a 250 × 250 point grid:

Number of G polynomials

15

RMS of difference map (µm) 0.0782
[RMS of difference map/RMS 0.9943
of reference map] × 100 (%)

50

150

500

0.0095
0.1208

0.0039
0.0496

0.0021
0.0267

z(x, y) = 3.57x + 6.53x2 + 4.29y2 − 4.75y3 + 2.99(x3 + xy2 )
− 2.95(2x4 + y4 + 2x2 y2 ) + 1.21(x5 + xy4 ) + 0.89y5 .
(18)
The gradient of the data set was then reconstructed in
two ways: modally using G polynomials (with the first 100
polynomials) and zonally using Southwell integration. The
reconstruction results are compared with the ideal (MATLAB-simulated) surface in Fig. 4. Both results are nearly
identical in this ideal case. The modal fitting residual error
is 4.9799 × 10−4 µm (0.0108% error relative to the surface
RMS of the ideal map) versus 5.1335 × 10−4 µm (0.0112%
error relative to the RMS of the ideal map) for Southwell
integration.
For this reconstruction, Southwell integration was a little
faster, taking 0.389 s while G polynomial processing took
0.830 s.
5.1.2 Fitting Accuracy Evaluation Using Actual (Measured)
Data

errors. The analyzed data had an area of 201 × 201 pixels.
The surface reconstruction was performed using the G polynomials as well as the standard Southwell integration process. The results of the two methods are compared in Fig. 5.
Even when only the first 37 terms of the G polynomials are used, an RMS difference between the two methods of only 0.0183 µm is obtained. This corresponds to
about 0.2327% of the RMS of the reconstructed surface or
0.0478% of the 38.3154 µm surface. It took 0.153 s for the
G polynomial reconstruction versus 0.238 s with Southwell
reconstruction, making the modal method a bit faster in this
case.
Predictably, increasing the number of G polynomials
terms, increases the reconstruction performance, as shown in
Table 5, which lists the RMS values of the difference maps
between the modal and Southwell surfaces. The Southwell
surface was used as the reference surface.

To test practical applicability, we applied G polynomials
to actual deflectometry data (2.4 × 2.4 m sub-area) [11, 27]
which includes noise, uncertainties, and other measurement
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5.1.3 Fidelity Check of Mid‑to‑high Spatial Frequency
Reconstruction
To examine mid-to-high spatial frequencies, an arbitrary
1.2 × 1.2 m sub-section of the measured DKIST highresolution data set was used. A high-pass Gaussian filter
was applied to both the modally and zonally reconstructed
surfaces, using SAGUARO data processing software [23],
in order to focus on the high spatial resolution features in
this case study. For the modal fit, a series of data sets were
reconstructed, each of which was generated using a different
number of G polynomials. These different high-pass-filtered
G-polynomial surfaces are compared with the reference
high-pass-filtered Southwell surface in Fig. 6.
From left to right in Fig. 6b–e (i.e., as the number of
modal terms increases), the maps become less blurry and
more high-frequency features become sharp and can be
resolved. The graphs towards the right closely resemble the
Southwell surface in Fig. 6a.
As expected, the representations of high frequencies
improved as more terms were used for fitting. This finding
emphasizes one of the critical advantages of the G polynomial set over others, namely, the ability to generate many
thousands of terms. The simple recursion relations ensure
that it is easy and practical to generate all of these high-order
terms.
In principle, this data set could have been reconstructed
with other basis sets, such as a Zernike-basis vector set,
orthogonalized over a rectangular pupil [14]. However, that
does not have a straightforward closed-form relationship
which makes it difficult to generate such extreme orders.
For high-resolution and freeform optics metrology and
data processing applications, it is essential to use a sufficient numbers of polynomials. Additionally, there are several potential problems in converting Zernike polynomials
to their gradients, orthogonalizing the Zernike gradients
over a rectangular aperture, and generating the conversion
matrices for obtaining the scalar coefficients from the vector
fitting. This process is cumbersome, and has the possibility to generate numerical errors, due to the several steps of
computation, approximations and numerical truncations. As
mentioned earlier, the metrology systems under consideration here are neither rotationally symmetric nor anamorphic,

Fig. 6  a Reference high-passfiltered Southwell map and
high-pass-filtered modal reconstructed maps generated using b
37, c 750, d 3000, and e 20,000
polynomial terms

13

Fig. 7  Residual errors from surface reconstruction in the presence of
various amounts of noise

so the balanced aberration representations of Zernike-type
[14] or Legendre polynomials [16] are not necessarily valid.

5.2 Robustness Against Noise
This subsection describes the reconstruction performance in
the presence of noise. Varying amounts of Gaussian white
noise were added to the simulated ideal data set defined by
Eq. (18). This “noisy” data was reconstructed using both
the Southwell and modal (using the first 100 polynomials)
approaches. In Fig. 7, the error in each reconstructed data
set (difference between the ideal and reconstructed maps)
as a percentage of the RMS of the ideal (noiseless) surface
is plotted against the standard deviation of the added noise.
The polynomial fit error is smaller than the Southwell
integration error for all noise levels. Furthermore, the performance of the Southwell method decreases faster as the
amount of noise increases. For example, when the standard
deviation of the noise is 0.2 µm, the polynomial fit exhibits
an error of about 0.1% (relative to the RMS of the ideal
surface), while the Southwell fit exhibits an error of about
0.5% (relative to the RMS of the ideal surface). These errors
increase to 0.4% for the polynomial fit and 2.5% for the
Southwell fit when the standard deviation of the noise is
0.5 µm.
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Fig. 8  a Simulated ideal data
with a 90 × 2 mm obscuration. b
Southwell and c modal residual
error maps (differences from the
simulated map)

Table 6  RMS residual errors of the differences between the simulated
and modal reconstructions
Number of G polynomials 100
RMS error (µm)
[RMS of difference
map/RMS of ideal
map] × 100 (%)

500

1000

2000

3000

1.4374 0.5032 0.0739 0.0627 0.0568
1.5111 0.5290 0.0777 0.0659 0.0597

5.3 Reconstruction with Local Obscurations
When gradient data is processed using Southwell zonal integration, issues such as mirror/lens surface defects, distortion
correction fiducials, non-uniform data point distribution due
to imaging distortion, and the presence of multiple local
clear apertures can cause local obscurations in the data. Any
areas with missing data that are encountered during the integration process affect their surrounding regions. Although
some numerical methods can be employed to reduce this
effect (like replacing the missing data with zeros), the nature
of the zonal approach fundamentally limits the reconstruction accuracy when a sub-region is not well-defined. In contrast, modal reconstructions are not significantly impacted
by obscurations since they are based on overall views of
the data.
For this analysis, a 250 × 250 pixel grid of synthetic
data was simulated, and Fig. 8 shows the reconstruction
results obtained when a small defect (a 90 × 2 pixel line
of NaN (non-number) values, corresponding to an area
of 90 × 2 mm) was added to this simulated data. After

reconstructing the data set using both the Southwell and
modal approaches (with 2000 polynomial terms), the differences between the results and the ideal scalar data are compared. Large differences are observed near the missing data.
The simulated ideal surface has an RMS of 95.1220 µm.
The Southwell residual error map (difference between
Southwell reconstructed and simulated surfaces) has an
RMS of 0.8387 µm (or 0.8817% relative to the RMS of
the simulated surface), whereas the modal error map has
an RMS of 0.0627 µm (0.0659% error relative to the simulated surface. Thus, the residual error of the Southwell
method is about 13 times higher than that of the modal
method in this case.
Table 6 lists the RMS errors of the difference maps
for the modal fits (i.e., the differences of the modal fits
from the ideal surface) that were obtained using different
number of polynomial terms. As expected, the RMS error
decreases as the number of terms used in the expansion
increases.
If an optic has multiple obscurations, Southwell zonal
integration becomes more limited. Fiducials are one example, and are typically created by placing physical markers
on the surface of the optic, essentially blocking parts of
it. Ref. [19] provides an example of using fiducials for
system calibration as a step in deflectometry. An actual
picture of the DKIST mirror with fiducials placed on it
during metrology is shown in Fig. 8d [2]. In this analysis,
we added a few rectangular masks modelling fiducial areas
to the same data that were used to generate Fig. 7. Each
mask had dimensions of 24 × 30 pixels, corresponding to

Fig. 9  a Simulated ideal data with 24 × 30 mm fiducial masks. b Southwell and c modal residual error maps (differences from the simulated
map). d Picture of fiducials on the DKIST mirror during a metrology run
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Table 7  RMS Error between the
simulated wavefront (0.6792 µm
RMS) and its various
reconstructions

Wavefront

Zernike gradient
(modal)

Southwell (zonal)

G
polynomial
(modal)

RMS of difference map (µm)
[RMS of difference map/RMS of ideal
map] × 100 (%)

0.0745
10.9625

0.0775
11.4082

0.0379
2.5698

Fig. 10  a Simulated ideal data. b Zernike gradient, c Southwell and d G Polynomial based modal residual error maps (differences from the
simulated map)

24 × 30 mm. The simulated data and residual errors of the
Southwell and modal (with 2000 polynomial terms) reconstructions with these fiducials are presented in Fig. 9a–c.
The RMS of the ideal surface in Fig. 8 is 93.8532 µm.
The residual RMS error for the Southwell map is
5.9627 µm (or 6.3532% relative to the RMS of the ideal
surface), whereas that for the modal fit is 0.7684 µm (or
0.8187% error). In this case, the Southwell error is about
eight times higher than the modal error.

5.4 Comparison of Reconstruction Accuracy
and Processing Time
This section aims to compare reconstruction accuracy and
processing time between three methods (a) Zernike gradient polynomial based modal method, from Refs. [33] and
[34], (b) Southwell zonal method, and (c) G polynomial
based modal method.
The simulated data is a freeform shaped wavefront,
generated over a 200 × 200 point grid, representing a rectangular pupil with a mask pattern. The wavefront is of
the form:

W(x, y) = 0.14x2 − 0.33y5 +1.89(3x2 y − y3 )
+ 0.57(x6 − 10x4 y2 + 13x2 y4 − y6 ).

(19)

Using 30 polynomials each for both modal methods,
the RMS error between the ideal wavefront and its reconstructions is given in Table 7. The G polynomial based

13

Fig. 11  Plot of change in reconstruction time as the number of polynomials used for data fitting is increased, for both modal methods.
We acknowledge that the actual processing time could depend on the
specific numerical implementation. This data is provided only for a
baseline comparison

reconstruction performs better than the other two methods. Figure 10 shows the wavefront and its reconstructions from the three aforementioned methods.
It is also worthwhile to consider the time it takes for
the three methods to process data. Figure 11 shows the
reconstruction time as the number of polynomials used
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for the modal methods is increased. Data is shown only up
to the 180th polynomial term because for higher polynomial terms, the Zernike gradient polynomial based modal
fit becomes numerically unstable.

6 Conclusion
A complete and computationally efficient vector polynomial set, the G polynomial set, was derived. Chebyshev
polynomials, which form the basis for the G polynomials, have several properties which make them an attractive
choice to base our modal fitting method on.
One major advantage of the G polynomial approach
is that both the scalar and vector polynomials are easy to
define and manipulate and have a very simple relationship
that ensures that the coefficients of the polynomials in both
sets are the same. Hence, conversion between the two sets is
straightforward. In addition, the G polynomials can be easily computed, so even very high polynomial orders can be
generated with high numerical efficiency. Since hundreds of
thousands of polynomials can be generated, mid-to-high spatial frequencies of surfaces can be reconstructed from highresolution-metrology data, such as was demonstrated for the

Daniel K. Inouye Solar Telescope (DKIST) mirror. Other
advantages of this modal approach include better accuracy
of reconstruction in the presence of scratches and fiducials.
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Appendix
Appendix 1
See Fig. 12.
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Fig. 12  Quiver plots of a few gradient polynomials

Appendix 2
Orthonormality of the vector gradient polynomials
G polynomial orthogonality can be observed by noting that
the dot product of two G polynomials is orthogonal:
�
�
�√
�
√
⃗ j (x, y) ⋅ G
⃗ j� (x, y) 1 − x2 1 − y2 dxdy = 0, j ≠ j � .
G
�
NG , j = j
1

−1

13

(A.1)

Next, we demonstrate the G polynomials’ orthonormality
using the expanded form of the polynomials (from Eq. (7)):
�
�
�
�
1 ⎡ Tn (y)Tm (x)̂i + Tm (x)Tn (y)̂j ⋅ ⎤
�⎥
⎢�
1
�
�
Tn� (y)Tm�
(x)̂i + Tm� (x)Tn�
(y)̂j ⎥dxdy = 𝛿mm� 𝛿nn� ,
⎢
∬
NG
√
⎥
⎢√
−1 ⎣
⎦
1 − x2 (1 − y2
(A.2)
where m, m′ , n, and n′ are integers used for indexing and NG
is the normalization factor, which is given by,
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This integral goes to zero for all values of m and m’
(except for when m = m�), since sin(𝜋m) = 0 for all integer
values of m. However, when m = m�,

⎧ 𝜋 2 n2
⎪
, m=0
⎪ 4
2
2
⎪
NG = ⎨ 𝜋 m , n = 0
.
⎪ 4
�
⎪ 𝜋2 � 2
2
⎪ 8 m + n , otherwise
⎩

(A.3)

1

I1 =

∫

sin2 (x) =

1 − cos (2x)
,
2

1

∬

√
√
(Gj ⋅ Gj� ) 1 − x2 1 − y2 dxdy

I1 =

−1

��
�
�
√
m2 sin (2𝜋m)
− 𝜋 𝛿mm� .
Tn (y)Tn� (y) 1 − y2 dy −
∫
2
2m
−1

(A.8)
As before, sin(2𝜋m) = 0 for all integer values of m. Thus,

1

∬

√

Tn (y)Tn� (y)Tm� (x)Tm� � (x)

1−

x2

√
1 − y2 dxdy

−1

1
1

+

sin (mt) sin (mt)dtdy. (A.7)

Using the identity,

1

=

∫
𝜋

−1

The proof of this derivation and details on how to obtain
the normalization factor are as follows:

I=

0

√
Tn (y)Tn� (y) 1 − y2

∬

√
√
Tm (x)Tm� (x)Tn� (y)Tn� � (y) 1 − x2 1 − y2 dxdy.

−1

(A.4)

1

∬

√
√
Tn (y)Tn� (y)Tm� (x)Tm� � (x) 1 − x2 1 − y2 dxdy

−1

∫

√
Tn (y)Tn� (y) 1 − y2

∫

Using the same substitutions as before,

y = cos (t),

dy = − sin (t)dt,

(A.5)
Then, the following substitutions and subsequent equations can be used:

dx = − sin (t)dt,

sin (t) =

√
1 − y2 ,

sin (t) =

)
( )(
𝜋m2
cos (nt) cos n� t − sin2 (t) dt.
𝛿mm�
I1 =
∫
2

√

Again using the trigonometric identity for the square of
the sine function,
0
�
�
� � � 1 − cos (2t)
𝜋m2
cos (nt) cos n t
dt
𝛿 �
I1 = −
2 mm ∫
2
𝜋

1 − x2 ,

2

𝜋m
𝛿 �
2 mm
� �
� �
��
�� ⎫⎞
⎛
⎧
�
�
⎜
⎪ sin 𝜋 n − n − 2 + sin 𝜋 n − n + 2 ⎪⎟
⎜ 1⎪
⎪⎟
n − n� − 2
n − n� + 2
� �
� �
��
�� ⎬⎟
⎜− ⎨
�
�
sin 𝜋 n + n + 2 ⎪⎟
⎜ 4 ⎪ sin 𝜋 n + n − 2
+
⎜
⎪⎟ .
⎪+
�
n+n −2
n + n� + 2
⎭⎟
⎩
⎜
�
� ��
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⎜
� cos
(𝜋n) sin 𝜋n − n sin (𝜋n) cos 𝜋n
⎜ − n
⎟
⎜
⎟
2 − n�2
n
⎝
⎠
(A.11)

=−
1

I1 =

∫

√
Tn (y)Tn� (y) 1 − y2

−1
0

∫

�
�
�
�
m sin m cos−1 (x) m� sin m� cos−1 (x)
sin (t)

(− sin (t))dtdy,

𝜋

1

�
��
�
��
√
−mm� m cos (𝜋m) sin 𝜋m�
I1 = (Tn (y)Tn� (y) 1 − y2 dy
.
∫
m2 − m�2
−1

(A.10)

𝜋

�
�
Tm (x) = cos m cos−1 (x) .

x = cos (t),

∫

0

√
Tm� (x)Tm� � (x) 1 − x2 dydx

−1

−1

(A.9)

�
�
�
�√
cos n cos−1 (y) cos n� cos−1 (y) 1 − y2 dy.

1

1

=

−1
1

−1

The first integral I1 can be expressed as:

I1 =

√
𝜋mm�
𝜋m2
Tn (y)Tn� (y) 1 − y2 dy =
𝛿mm�
𝛿 �
I1 =
∫
2
2 mm

(A.6)
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This integral equals zero for all values of n and n’, except
when n = n�, in which case the integral is,
0
(
)
1 − cos (2t)
𝜋m2
2
cos (nt)
𝛿 �
I1 = −
dt
2 mm ∫
2
𝜋
[{
}]
} {
2
2𝜋n + sin (2𝜋n)
n sin (2𝜋n)
𝜋m
+
𝛿 �
𝛿nn� .
=
(
)
4 mm
4n
4 n2 − 1

(A.12)
All of the sine terms become zero since n is an integer, so,

I1 =

𝜋 2 m2
𝛿 �𝛿 �.
8 mm nn

(A.13)

Similarly for I2,

I2 =

𝜋 2 n2
𝛿 �𝛿 �.
8 mm nn

(A.14)

Now the original integral becomes:

(
)
𝜋 2 n2
𝜋2
𝜋 2 m2
𝛿mm� 𝛿nn� +
𝛿mm� 𝛿nn� =
𝛿mm� 𝛿nn� m2 + n2 .
8
8
8
(A.15)
Next we address the cases in which either m = 0 or n = 0.
When m = 0, I1 = 0 since,
I=

Tm� � (x) = Tm� (x) = 0,
so
1

I = I2 =

∬

√
√
Tn� (y)Tn� � (y) 1 − x2 1 − y2 dxdy,

(A.16)

−1

where we used the fact that

Tm� (x) = Tm (x) = 1.
Following the same steps as before,

I=

𝜋 2 n2
𝛿 �𝛿 �.
4 mm nn

(A.17)

(A.18)

Similarly, for n = 0,

I=

𝜋 2 m2
𝛿 �𝛿 �,
4 mm nn

(A.19)

where m and n are in the original basis in the last two
equations.
It can easily be seen that I = 0 when m = 0 and n = 0.
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ABSTRACT
A new data processing method based on orthonormal rectangular gradient polynomials is introduced in this work. This
methodology is capable of effectively reconstructing surfaces or wavefronts with data obtained from deflectometry
systems, especially during fabrication and metrology of high resolution and freeform surfaces. First, we derived a
complete and computationally efficient vector polynomial set, called G polynomials. These polynomials are obtained
from gradients of Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind – a basis set with many qualities that are useful for modal
fitting. In our approach both the scalar and vector polynomials, that are defined and manipulated easily, have a
straightforward relationship due to which the polynomial coefficients of both sets are the same. This makes conversion
between the two sets highly convenient. Another powerful attribute of this technique is the ability to quickly generate a
very large number of polynomial terms, with high numerical efficiency. Since tens of thousands of polynomials can be
generated, mid-to-high spatial frequencies of surfaces can be reconstructed from high-resolution metrology data. We will
establish the strengths of our approach with examples involving simulations as well as real metrology data from the
Daniel K. Inouye Solar Telescope (DKIST) primary mirror.
Keywords: Surface reconstruction, Surface measurements, Optical metrology, Information processing, Deflectometry,
Testing, Modal fitting, Numerical approximation and analysis

1. INTRODUCTION
Deflectometry [1-5] is an optical metrology technique particularly effective for the measurement of high-resolution and
freeform surfaces. It measures the slope of the test optic surface in a modest package, requiring only a light source and a
camera. To obtain the surface sag map from measured slope data, integration must be performed either with a zonal
approach such as Southwell integration [6] or a modal one such as proposed in this paper.
In this work we show how our modal reconstruction method, using the proposed Chebyshev gradient polynomials
(called G polynomials) can work well for large, freeform and especially high-resolution surfaces, such as the Daniel K.
Inouye Solar Telescope (DKIST) [7], while also dealing with some common metrology requirements for such projects.
Some of these requirements are a large dynamic range of slopes and local obscurations from small fiducials commonly
placed on the surface of the mirror during its testing. These fiducials are used as reference markers and can significantly
impact the accuracy of surface reconstruction. The DKIST primary mirror is a 4.2 m aperture off-axis parabola. This
telescope, which will be to-date the largest optical solar telescope ever built, aims to provide vastly enhanced spatial,
spectral and image resolution for solar observation. The surface quality specifications for this project were quite
challenging, particularly requirements for the surface figure, irregularity and BRDF (Bidirectional Reflectance
Distribution Function). This may be the smoothest large mirror ever made [8]. One big challenge with fabrication of
such large, freeform mirrors is that the metrology method requires high dynamic range coupled with excellent resolution
and accuracy. Deflectometry proved to be a great metrology tool for the DKIST primary and this paper includes
examples of data processing from this mirror.
*letter2dwk@hotmail.com
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Surface reconstruction techniques can be divided into two general categories: (a) Zonal methods, such as the Southwell
zonal technique, which perform a numerical integration zone by zone and takes a localized approach to the measurement
data and (b) Modal methods, such as the one with G polynomials, which reconstruct data using polynomial fitting and
looks at the data over the entire aperture in one go. Both methods have their pros and cons. Generally, several factors
such as processing speed, need for high-resolution data fitting and type of aperture etc. affect the choice of the surface /
wavefront reconstruction technique. Modal methods are generally less sensitive to measurement noise and the number of
modes or polynomials used can be adapted to the situation at hand [9]. Li et al. [10] discuss a zonal integration method
for deflectometry that shows better results than the traditional Southwell zonal integration method, but it still
underperforms compared to modal fitting in terms of reconstructed surface errors. Results from different modal methods
may also vary as the type of polynomials used can have different effects. It is usually preferable to use orthogonal
polynomial basis sets for many reasons [11].
We introduced the vector polynomials set (called G polynomials), orthogonal over a rectangular pupil and its associated
modal fitting method in [12]. In this work, we expand on that method and show some of its other applications and
advantages. It is important to note that this technique was not developed to be a representation of balanced aberrations
over a rectangular aperture. We do not aim to provide a modal solution to optical design problems where aberration
analysis, based on the coefficients of the polynomial set, is critical. Instead, we use this method as an alternative to zonal
integration, for the reasons discussed in [12]. Furthermore, the optical systems under consideration in [12] and also in
this work are neither rotationally symmetric nor anamorphic.
More and more optical systems are now seen to be employing rectangular apertures. Some examples are the Gaia
telescope system [13, 14] and X-ray mirrors [15]. Many imaging applications may need to utilize the full detector size,
which generally has a rectangular format. Although G polynomials are optimal for fitting rectangular datasets because of
their orthogonality across them, the method is general enough to reconstruct other datasets. It may be particularly useful
for non-symmetric or freeform shapes. This methodology also shows great results in the presence of markers such as
fiducials used during deflectometry measurements or blockers such as telescope spiders. It also works well for cases
where the wavefront is sampled non-traditionally such as uneven sampling in the x and y directions.
We start with a recap of the Chebyshev gradient polynomials basis set upon which the reconstruction technique is based,
in Section 2, describing the development and advantages of these polynomials. Next, in Section 3, we provide an
overview of deflectometry systems and specifically metrology of the DKIST primary mirror. Also explained are some
properties of deflectometry and the DKIST mirror that could benefit from the G polynomials data processing technique.
Section 4 provides specific cases of surface reconstruction and an evaluation of the G polynomials fitting technique for
those examples. The cases with DKIST data are compared to the traditional Southwell zonal method reconstructions,
which was used as the standard reconstruction technique for deflectometry measurements. The conclusion is presented in
Section 5.

2. MODAL BASIS FOR SURFACE / WAVEFRONT RECONSTRUCTION
The foundation of this data fitting methodology lies in the modal basis set used. Two dimensional Chebyshev
polynomials were chosen as the scalar basis set (called F polynomials), the gradient of which is used as the vector
polynomial set (called G polynomials). F polynomials are obtained by the product of two one dimensional Chebyshev
polynomials (called T polynomials). Eqn.1 is a mathematical description of the T polynomials and Eqn.2 of the F
polynomials and Eqn.3 describes the derivation of the G polynomial set.

Tm1  x   2 xTm  x  - Tm-1  x whereT0  x   1, T1  x   x, for 1  x  1

(1)

Fnm ( x, y)  Tm ( x)Tn ( y)

(2)

Gnm  x, y   Fnm  x, y  

 m

Fn  x, y  iˆ  Fnm  x, y  ˆj
x
y

(3)

Chebyshev polynomials were used as the basis for modal fitting for a variety of reasons, one of the most important one
being their orthogonality across rectangular pupils [16]. Ref [12] lists many other qualities of Chebyshev polynomials
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that make them an attractive option for data fitting such as the fact that in many cases their discrete orthogonality holds
exactly.
We demonstrated that the gradients of the F polynomials set (i.e. G polynomials) are also orthogonal over rectangular
apertures [12]. This is an exciting prospect as many vector polynomial sets, derived from orthogonal scalar polynomials,
do not hold orthogonality over the specified aperture and must be orthogonalized, using a procedure such as the GramSchmidt orthogonalization process [17]. For example, this is the case for Zernike based rectangular gradient polynomials
[18]. Although these polynomials have advantages for aberration balancing, we do not require the representation of
balanced aberrations, as explained in Section 1. Hence, it is advantageous for our applications to use Chebyshev
polynomials. The fact that G polynomials form an orthogonal set makes data processing and the surface / wavefront
reconstruction process much simpler and computationally efficient. Additionally, this is one of the reasons why this
methodology can make use of up to hundreds of thousands of polynomials.
The data fitting process is straightforward. Slope data (measured or simulated) can be expanded in terms of the gradient
polynomial basis set, to obtain the coefficients of the expansion. These vector polynomial coefficients are then converted
to coefficients of the scalar polynomial basis, using the previously derived relationship between the two [12]. Finally,
using the scalar polynomial coefficients and the corresponding polynomial terms, the wavefront or surface is obtained. A
great feature of the modal fitting method using G polynomials is that the relationship between scalar and vector
polynomial coefficients is one-to-one. In other words, the scalar polynomial coefficients are the same as their vector
polynomial coefficient counterparts. This further improves the accuracy and computational efficiency of the fit,
especially when a large number of polynomial terms are involved. Lastly, it is worth mentioning that recursive
relationships for generating both scalar and vector polynomial sets (F and G respectively) were derived and the error
between the exact and recursive forms, even for very high orders, was negligible. Details of the polynomial sets, the
mathematical background, data fitting method and properties of all aforementioned topics are detailed in Ref [12].

3. METROLOGY OF HIGH-RESOLUTION AND FREEFORM OPTICS
Freeform surfaces have rapidly been gaining popularity as they allow for additional degrees of freedom for optical
design and instrumentation. Some advantages of such surfaces include system miniaturization / compactness by allowing
for decreased system mass and volume, higher throughput due to reduced component count and innovative designs,
better aberration correction and higher image quality and a larger field of view, with constant performance across it.
Examples of systems that could greatly benefit from freeform optics include head mounted displays, very compact
camera systems, asymmetric solar energy concentrators and segmented extremely large telescopes.
However, the additional degrees of freedom made possible by freeform optics fundamentally increases the positioning
uncertainty and makes it challenging to simultaneous meet the requirements for optical form, mid-to-high spatial
frequencies, and surface micro-roughness. Manufacturing and testing of precision freeform optics in particular requires
metrology systems with a large dynamic range of measurement. Deflectometry is a good solution due to its high
accuracy and large dynamic range.
Similarly, deflectometry provides a great option for measurement of high-resolution surfaces, such as telescope mirrors.
An example we will use in particular for this work is the primary mirror of the Daniel K. Inouye Solar Telescope
(DKIST), which is a 4.2 meter parabolic segment with more than 8 mm peak-to-valley aspheric departure [19]. This
mirror was fabricated at the Optical Engineering and Fabrication Facility (OEFF) at the College of Optical Sciences,
University of Arizona. Fig.1 is a schematic of a generic reflective deflectometry system, configured for testing a mirror
like the DKIST primary. Light from a source, such as a computer monitor for visible wavelengths or a hot tungsten wire
for infrared wavelengths, is incident on the test optic. Light reflected from the test mirror is then recorded by a camera or
detector. The source is a known pattern e.g. a sinusoidal wave of a certain frequency. By measuring the change in the
recorded pattern, which is the reflection of the source off of the test mirror, the local slopes of the test surface can be
calculated. As mentioned in the introduction, metrology of this high-resolution, freeform mirror was a challenging task.
At various stages during the fabrication process, different deflectometry systems were used for measurements and
analysis [20].
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Camera

Figure 1. Schematic of a reflective deflectometry set-up.

Deflectometry systems measure the slope of the test surface and have traditionally used Southwell integration for
reconstructing the surface being measured. Typically, this works well except in some cases such as when fiducials are
placed on the mirror during a metrology run or when there is a scratch on the surface of the optic. Modal methods may
work better for surface reconstruction in general under such circumstances, but they often fail to accurately represent
high-resolution and freeform surfaces since such surfaces require a very large number of polynomials to be accurately
characterized. Using simulated and real data, we show how the G polynomial method can overcome this problem as it
can use up-to hundreds of thousands of polynomials for surface reconstruction, as required by the specific situation.

4. SURFACE RECONSTRUCTION EXAMPLES
This section contains several cases of surface reconstruction that use the G polynomials modal method, to highlight
some of the situations where this technique can be useful. Also included, where appropriate, are comparisons against the
traditional Southwell zonal method.
4.1 DKIST surface reconstruction
The Daniel K. Inouye Solar Telescope (DKIST) is a good reference to highlight some of the advantages of the G
polynomial method. Slope measurements of the DKIST primary mirror were made at the College of Optical Sciences,
University of Arizona using deflectometry. This data represents the high-resolution, freeform surface of the mirror. Ref
[12] contains reconstruction examples from DKIST data, showing the basic fitting accuracy as well as the accurate
representation of the mid-to-high spatial frequencies by comparing high-pass filtered data from the modal reconstruction
against the high-pass filtered Southwell reconstructed data, where the Southwell reconstruction is taken as the reference.
Here, we will explore a few more examples related to reconstruction of the DKIST surface from its measured
deflectometry data and why the G polynomials are a good option for this.
First, we take data from the DKIST mirror, over a rectangular aperture, which measures ~ 1.84 × 3.06 m and contains
150 × 250 pixels, giving it an aspect ratio of 0.6. The data set contains noise, measurement errors etc. that are expected
from a real measurement. Fig.2 shows the reconstruction using Southwell zonal method, which is taken as the reference,
the G polynomial method using 50 polynomials and the difference map between the two surfaces. The difference or
error map has a surface RMS of 8.308×10-3 µm, which is 0.133% of the reference surface RMS. This shows a good
agreement between the two methods, even for a rectangular data set with a relatively large difference between the length
and width of the aperture (i.e., a small aspect ratio). From this and other examples [12] we can conclude that the G
polynomials method can accurately reconstruct data over rectangular apertures.
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Figure 2. DKIST surface over a 1.84 × 3.06 m aperture, reconstructed using (a) Southwell zonal and (b) G polynomial
methods. (c) Error map between the two reconstructions ((a) – (b)).

For the second example, we use measured DKIST data, similar to the first example and add fiducials to it in simulation.
The analyzed data had an area of 225 × 225 pixels, which is roughly 2.76 × 2.76 m. Nine blockers (modeling fiducials),
each having dimensions of 6 × 6 pixels, correspoding to ~ 7.35 × 7.35 cm were added to both the reference surface (that
used the Souhtwell method) as well as the slope maps. The slope data with fiducials was reconstructed using both the
Southwell and G polynomials method and compared. Using 500 G polynomials, the difference between the Southwell
and modal reconstructions is 0.103 µm or 1.609% of the surface RMS of the Southwell surface. This is shown in Fig.3
with the map of the ideal surface as well as the error map, which is the difference between the Southwell method and G
polynomial method.
(b)
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Figure 3. (a) DKIST surface over a 2.76 × 2.76 m aperture, with 7.35 × 7.35 cm fiducials added (in simulation), representing
the reference surface. (b) Error between the Southwell method and G polynomial reconstruction of the reference surface.

4.2 Reconstruction for unevenly sampled data
Although data is often simulated / measured over equidistance points in both x and y directions and the sampling for the
two directions is also the same (i.e., the same sampling in y as in x), there may be several situations where this is not the
case such as with non-square detector pixels or the presence of astigmatism in the camera lens. In these cases, nonuniform sampling in either or both directions or different sampling in the x and y directions may be required. We will
investigate both types of situations using simulated data, and assess how well the reconstructions using the G polynomial
modal method perform in such instances.
For the first example, we generate data over a square pupil, representing a 2 × 2 cm aperture, with a sampling of 500 ×
300 points. The ideal, simulated, noise-free surface sag is described by Eqn.4.

z  0.15 y 2  1.4 x4  0.2( x3  xy 2 )  0.3 y5  1103 x11  ( xy)18

(4)

After obtaining x and y gradients of the data numerically, surface reconstruction is performed using the G polynomials.
Fig.4 shows the ideal data, as well as the difference map between the ideal and reconstructed surfaces, when 250 G
polynomials are used. RMS of the simulated surface is 0.403 µm while the RMS of the error map using is 1.35 ×10-3 µm
or 0.33% relative to the ideal surface RMS. It must be noted that since we are using slope data, the mean (representing
the piston) is subtracted from the ideal surface as well as its reconstruction.
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Figure 4. (a) Simulated, ideal surface map (reference) (b) Error between the reference and G polynomial generated surface.

In the second example, sampling was kept the same for the x and y directions but the sampling along the aperture was
changed. Over a 2 × 2 cm aperture, the first 1.25 cm was sampled with 150 points, making the sampling 1/120 cm. The
remaining 0.75 cm was also sampled with 150 points, making the sampling in this section 1/200 cm. Data was simulated
over the entire aperture, using Eqn. 4. This gradient data was then reconstructed using the G polynomial modal method.
The simulated surface RMS is 0.392 µm and the modal method error RMS, using 250 polynomials, is 2.66×10-3 µm, or
0.68% relative to ideal surface RMS. Once again, the mean is subtracted from both the ideal surface and its
reconstruction. Fig.5 shows the ideal surface map, with an estimation of the regions of different sampling. The error
maps between the ideal surface and its G polynomial based reconstruction is also shown.
1.25 cm

Nm

Nm

1.5

(b)
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Surface RMS =
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-0.02

Figure 5. (a) Simulated, ideal surface map (reference). The blue double ended arrows mark the approximate region on the
map (1.25 × 1.25 cm) with a lower sampling (b) Error between the reference and G polynomial generated surface.

5. CONCLUSION
This paper builds upon the newly developed G polynomials modal method for surface / wavefront reconstruction. We
provide a brief summary of this method that uses the gradients of Chebyshev polynomials, which are orthogonal over a
rectangular aperture. We reiterate the properties of this polynomial set and its attractive ability of being able to generate
hundreds of thousands of polynomial terms, which is necessary for the correct representation of high-resolution and
freeform surfaces. Since this vector polynomial fitting methodology reconstructs wavefronts / surfaces from slope data
and we place a heavy emphasis on high-resolution surfaces that do not have rotational or anamorphic symmetry, we use
examples from deflectometry data. We have also provided an overview of deflectometry concepts and techniques and
considered specifically the case of the Daniel K. Inouye Solar Telescope (DKIST) primary mirror metrology.
Deflectometry provides high-resolution slope data of this freeform surface. Through examples of DKIST surface
reconstruction in different cases, such as when fiducials are placed on it, we highlight some of the advantages of our
modal data processing method. Also explored are examples from simulated data which highlight certain situations where
this G polynomial method could prove to be useful, e.g. with uneven sampling in the two orthogonal Cartesian
directions. This methodology can prove to be a very useful tool and along with traditional reconstruction techniques for
our examples, such as the Southwell zonal method, it can provide a more accurate and effective tool for surface /
wavefront reconstruction from slope data.
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Abstract. A list of up to six keywords should immediately follow, with the keywords separated by commas and ending
with a period. Rectangular pupils are employed in many optical applications such as lasers, anamorphic optics etc. as
well as for detection and metrology systems such as some Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensors and deflectometry
systems. For optical fabrication, testing and analysis in the rectangular domain, it is important to have a well-defined
set of polynomials that are orthonormal over a rectangular pupil. Since we often measure the gradient of a wavefront
or surface, it is necessary to have a polynomial set that is orthogonal over a rectangular pupil in the vector domain as
well. In this paper, we derive curl (called C) polynomials based on two-dimensional versions of Chebyshev
polynomials of the first kind. Previous work derived a set of polynomials (called G polynomials) that are obtained
from the gradients of the 2D Chebyshev polynomials. This work shows how the two sets together can be used as a
complete representation of any vector data in the rectangular domain. The curl polynomials themselves or the complete
set of G and C polynomials has many interesting applications. Two of those applications shown in this paper are
systematic error analysis and correction in deflectometry systems and mapping imaging distortion.
Keywords: Measurement and metrology, Surface measurements, Numerical approximation and analysis, Optical
instrumentation, Information processing, Testing.
* Dae Wook Kim, Email: letter2dwk@hotmail.com

1

Introduction

Previous works highlight the importance of fitting vector slope data in the domain of measurement
as well as using orthonormal polynomials for the fitting [1 – 3]. To summarize: the fit to a nonorthogonal basis set can require many more terms than are necessary, and expansion coefficients
themselves are not meaningful, because the value for any particular coefficient changes as the
number of expansion terms changes. Also, when fitting to real data, the noise propagation is
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increased with the use of non-orthogonal basis functions. It is simpler and more computationally
efficient to use orthogonal polynomials, as they can easily be calculated using the inner product.
In reference [3] Chebyshev polynomials are chosen for the basis set from which we will derive
the gradient and curl polynomials. This reference also defines gradient polynomials, denoted as
the G set, which are generated from the gradients of the Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind,
and are orthogonal over a rectangle. As described in [3 – 6], these polynomials can be used for
reconstructing high-resolution and freeform surfaces or fitting data from a Shack-Hartmann sensor
etc.
In this paper, we will define an additional set of vector polynomials that only consist of terms with
zero divergence – defined locally as a rotation or a curl. We explore the use of these curl
polynomials and describe how we can combine them with the gradient polynomials to get a
complete set of orthogonal vector polynomials.
Consideration of the curl calculation is used in many areas of optics ranging from vortex beams
[7, 8] and lithography photomasks [9] to gravitational lensing [10]. In each of these cases,
electromagnetic fields with non-zero curl components are used to create or detect significant
effects. In other cases, expectation of zero curl in a vector field can improve signal estimation in
the presence of noise [11].
The paper starts with background knowledge in Section 2 such as the gradient polynomials and an
introduction to the two major applications covered in this work – deflectometry and imaging
distortion. Section 3 is dedicated to details of the curl (C) polynomials, including their derivation
and other details. Section 4 talks about the practical applications and uses of the G and C
polynomials while concluding remarks are presented in Section 5.
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2

Background

2.1 Chebyshev Polynomial and Gradient Polynomial Basis
As described in reference [3], one can use 2D Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind, as well as
their derivatives to easily generate orthogonal polynomial sets.
The polynomial basis function is defined as:
(1)

Fnm (x, y) = Tm (x)Tn ( y)

where the 1D Chebyshev polynomials are:

()
T ( x ) = 1,

()
()
T ( x) = x

Tm+1 x = 2xTm x − Tm−1 x
0

(2)

1

The 2D set is defined in both x and y on the interval -1 to +1 [12].
Another way to describe the Chebyshev polynomials is using their definitions in terms of sines
and cosines. This definition, shown in Eq. 3, is useful if we want to prove the orthogonality of the
polynomials and to determine their normalization factor [3].

()

(

( ))

(3)

Tm x = cos mcos −1 x

The details of these polynomial, their orthonormality and plots can be found in reference [3].
The derivatives of the one-dimensional Chebyshev polynomials are:

()

Tm′ x =

()

()

m ⎡⎣Tm−1 x − xTm x ⎤⎦
1− x 2

(

( )

)

(4)

( )

n ⎡Tn−1 y − yTn y ⎤⎦
Tn′ y = ⎣
1− y 2

( )

(

)

The gradient polynomial set is defined as:
!
!
∂ m
∂ m
G j x, y = Gnm = ∇Fnm x, y =
Fn x, y iˆ +
F x, y ĵ
∂y n
∂x

( )

( )

( )

( )

(5)
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In terms of the 1D Chebyshev polynomials and their derivatives, the gradient polynomials can be
written as:
!
Gnm ( x, y ) = Tn ( y ) Tm′ ( x ) iˆ + Tm ( x ) Tn′( y ) ĵ

(6)

Where the conversion between the single index (j) and double index (n, m) can be found in [3].
The notation T´ refers to the derivative of the T polynomial (as described in Eq. 4).
In terms of the recursive Chebyshev polynomials, the gradient polynomials can be written as:
!
Gnm x, y =

( )

+

(

n

2x 1− y 2

(

m

2 y 1− x 2

)(

)(

( ))(T ( x ) − xT ( x )) iˆ

( )

Tn+1 y − Tn−1 y

m−1

m

(7)

( ))(T ( y ) − yT ( y )) ĵ

()

Tm+1 x − Tm−1 x

n−1

n

The orthogonality and normalization factors are given as:
⎧⎪ 0, j ≠ j '
!
!
2
2
(
G
x,
y
.
G
x,
y
)
1−
x
1−
y
dx
dy
=
⎨
j′
∫∫ j
−1 −1
⎪⎩ N G , j = j '
1 1

1
NG

( ) ( )

(8)

1 1

∫ ∫ (T ( y )T ′ ( x ) iˆ + T ( x )T ′( y ) ĵ ).(T ( y )T ′′ ( x ) iˆ + T ( x )T ′ ( y ) ĵ )
n

−1 −1

m

m

n

n′

m′

m′′

n′

1− x 2 1− y 2 dx dy = δ mm′δ nn′

(9)

where m, m', n, and n' are integers and NG is the normalization factor, given by:
⎧
π 2 n2
⎪
, m=0
4
⎪
⎪⎪
π 2 m2
NG ⎨
,
n=0
4
⎪
⎪ π2 2
m + n2 , otherwise
⎪
8
⎪⎩

(

(10)

)

2.2 Deflectometry
Section 4 describes experimental verifications of the calculations using a method known as
deflectometry. This section provides a brief overview of that process.
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Deflectometry is a non-null optical metrology method that measures the local slopes on a test
surface. The method has been used extensively for precision metrology of symmetric and freeform
optical surfaces [13 – 17]. Because it is a non-null test method, it is a desirable metrology tool for
freeform and non-axisymmetric optics, as well as for metrology during a fabrication process. In
both cases, a single deflectometry configuration can maintain testing of the unit under test without
extensive changes. The measurable surface area of the test optic and slope range, known as the
dynamic range, directly depend on the hardware configuration. A deflectometry system utilizes an
illuminating source which emits light, sending some rays to the test optic, which are then reflected
and recorded by a camera. If a clear line of sight can be made from a camera pixel to the test optic,
and then after reflection to a point within the source are, obeying the law of reflection, then the
deflectometry system will be able to test the local slope distribution of the test optic.
In a deflectometry test, the positions of all components in the system must be measured to high
accuracy. For testing a concave optic, the camera and source will typically be placed close to the
center of curvature of the optic, to achieve closer to a conjugate imaging condition to minimize
the required source area. The camera is focused on the test optic surface, such that the camera
pixels are mapped to the test optic surface, with each pixel representing a ‘mirror pixel’, or a finite
local area over which the local slope will be measured. The source is then precisely modulated,
such that for every camera pixel, the precise location on the source that satisfied peak illumination
is known.
In visible deflectometry (~400 – 700 nm) a common source is a digital screen, which can display
a phase stepped sinusoidal pattern in the horizontal and vertical directions. This method, known as
phase-stepping deflectometry, has been explored extensively [18, 19]. Another option, which has
been used for infrared deflectometry in the ~7 – 12 µm range as well as the visible range, is a
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scanning line source, which is scanned in the horizontal and vertical directions [20, 21]. In either
case, by precisely knowing the start location of a ray at the source, the local point of incidence on
the test optic surface, and the final detection point at the camera, the local slope of the test optic
can easily be calculated using the law of reflection. The standard setup for a deflectometry test of
a concave test optic is shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1 A deflectometry test utilizes a source, which emits rays that strike a Unit Under Test (UUT) and are reflected,
after which some are detected by a camera. For a concave test optic, the source and camera are placed near the
center of curvature (C.C.) of the test optic. Then, by precisely measuring the location of all components, the local
slopes of the test optic can be output by a deflectometry measurement.

After measuring the local slopes of the test optic using a deflectometry test, further processing is
required to reconstruct the optical surface shape. Typically, this included further processing to
reduce systematic errors, and an integration of the local slopes to generate a final reconstructed
surface. The integration method can be a zonal [22] or modal [3] approach. It is important to note
that any uncertainty in the location of all objects in a deflectometry test will reduce the slope
estimation accuracy.
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2.3 Imaging distortion
Imaging distortion [23] is a very common problem in optics. It is a deviation from rectilinear
projection. As a consequence of distortion, the image magnification does not remain constant. It
either increases or decreases with distance from the optical axis. Although most imaging systems
suffer from some amount of distortion, one case where it is very significant is interferometric null
testing of steep aspheric surfaces [24, 25]. Figure 2 shows an example of what the beam footprint
looks like for an interferometric null testing system. It is relatively easy to quantify and find a
mapping correction for the distortion. The most common approach is to place a set of fiducial
markers on the optic being tested, which have known, measured locations. The measured image
will contain the distorted positions of the fiducials. By constructing a mapping model between the
real and measured fiducial locations, distortion can be calibrated out of the system. One of the
ways to construct the mapping distortion model is to use a polynomial fit. Reference [24] gives an
example of imaging distortion and introduces a modal fitting method for it, based on the S & T
polynomials [1, 2], which are a complete vector domain set, based on the gradient and curl of
Zernike polynomials respectively, and orthogonalized across a circular aperture. They can be used
to represent any vector data in the circular domain. In Section 4.2, we provide an example of
system distortion for a telescope and propose its fitting with two vector polynomial based methods
– one using the S & T and another, the G & C polynomials.
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Fig. 2 Example of a mapping distortion from interferometric null test, showing the footprint of the beam through the
system when it is (a) undistorted and (b) distorted.

3

The curl polynomial set

It is known that vector fields can be uniquely specified by giving their divergence and curl within
a region and the normal component over the boundary. This leads to Helmholtz's theorem which
allows us to express the vector field (V) as the sum of an irrotational (Ø) and a solenoidal part (P),
as follows:
!
!
V = ∇∅ + ∇ × P

(11)

!
∇ ⋅ V = ∇ 2∅

(12)

The divergence of the vector field is:

Its curl is:
!
!
∇ ×V = ∇ × ∇ × P

(

)

(13)

Since the G polynomials are defined as the gradients of scalar functions they have no curl
component.
We want to derive another vector set (C polynomials) that have zero divergence. So, C polynomial
set has zero Ø, but non-zero P. Hence it is defined as:
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!
!
C =∇× P=

iˆ

ĵ

k̂

∂
∂x

∂
∂y

∂
∂z

Px

Py

Pz

(14)

Like the G polynomials, the C polynomials are defined in the x-y plane only. One way to do that
is to use a scalar φ, which is a function of x and y, to represent P as follows:
!
P = ϕ k̂

(15)

Then the curl polynomials are then:
!
∂ϕ
∂ϕ
Cn = ∇ × ϕ n k̂ = iˆ n − ĵ n
∂y
∂x

(16)

For the C polynomials, we can use the same basis functions (F) that were used for generating the
G polynomials. Then, by Eq. (8), we know that the C polynomials will be mutually orthogonal.
Hence, we can also define them as:
!
!
∂ m
∂ m
C j ( x, y ) = Cnm (x, y) =
F ( x, y ) iˆ −
F ( x, y ) ĵ ,
∂x n
∂y n
!
Cnm (x, y) = Tm ( x ) Tn′( y ) iˆ − Tn ( y ) Tm′ ( x ) ĵ

(17)

The conversion between the double index (n, m) and single index (j) is the same as for G
polynomials [3].
!
!
Gi (x, y) and Ci (x, y) are orthogonal to each other at any point in a unit rectangle for terms where
the Laplacian is non-zero.
Using Eq. (2) and Eq. (4), we can define the C polynomials in terms of the recursive Chebyshev
polynomials of the first kind as:
!
Cnm x, y =

( )

−

(

(

n

2x 1− y 2

m

2 y 1− x 2

)(

)(

( )

( ))(T ( y ) − yT ( y )) iˆ

()

Tm+1 x − Tm−1 x

n−1

( ))(T ( x ) − xT ( x )) ĵ

Tn+1 y − Tn−1 y

m−1

m

n

(18)
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The orthonormality of the basis set is defined the same way as with the gradient set:
⎧⎪ 0, j ≠ j '
!
!
2
2
(
C
x,
y
.
C
x,
y
)
1−
x
(1−
y
dx
dy
=
⎨
j′
∫∫ j
N , j = j'
−1 −1
⎩⎪ C
1 1

( ) ( )

(19)

This can also be described as:
1
NC

( −T ( y )T ′ ( x ) ĵ + T ( x )T ′( y ) iˆ).
∫ ∫ −T y T ′ x ĵ + T x T ′ y iˆ
( ( ) () () ( ))
1 1

−1 −1

n

m

n′

m

m′

n

m′

n′

1− x 2 1− y 2 dxdy

= δ mm'δ nn'

(20)

The normalization factor is the same as for G polynomials as given in Eq. (10).
⎧
π 2 n2
⎪
, m=0
4
⎪
⎪⎪
π 2 m2
NC ⎨
,
n=0
4
⎪
⎪ π2 2
m + n2 , otherwise
⎪
8
⎪⎩

(

(21)

)

The derivation of orthonormality and how to get the normalization factor is nearly identical to
reference [3]. Table 1 lists the first 15 curl polynomials and Appendix 1 illustrates several terms
graphically.

m

n

0

0

1

0

!
Cj
!
C0
!
C1

Simplified form

Expressed as Chebyshev polynomials of first kind

0iˆ − 0 ĵ

0

− ĵ

−T0 ( y ) ⎡⎣T0 ( x ) − xT1 ( x ) ⎤⎦

(1− x )

ĵ

(1− y )

iˆ

2

0

1

!
C2

T0 ( x ) ⎡⎣T0 ( y ) − yT1 ( y ) ⎤⎦

iˆ

2

2
1

0
1

!
C3
!
C4

−T ' 2 ( x ) ĵ

− yĵ + xiˆ

−2

T0 ( y ) ⎡⎣T1 ( x ) − xT2 ( x ) ⎤⎦

(1− x )

−T1 ( y ) ⎡⎣T0 ( x ) − xT1 ( x ) ⎤⎦

(

1− x 2

)

2

ĵ +

ĵ

T1 ( x ) ⎡⎣T0 ( y ) − yT1 ( y ) ⎤⎦

(

1− y 2

)

iˆ
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0
3
2
1

2
0
1
2

!
C5
!
C6
!
C7
!
C8

T2′( y ) iˆ

2

−T 3 ( x ) ĵ

−2

−T2 ( y ) ĵ + xT2′( y ) iˆ

0
4
3
2
1

3
0
1
2
3

!
C10
!
C11
!
C12
!
C13

0

4

ĵ

T0 ( y ) ⎡⎣T2 ( x ) − xT3 ( x ) ⎤⎦
2

T1 ( y ) ⎡⎣T1 ( x ) − xT2 ( x ) ⎤⎦

ĵ +

T2 ( x ) ⎡⎣T0 ( y ) − yT1 ( y ) ⎤⎦

)

ĵ + 2

T1 ( x ) ⎡⎣T1 ( y ) − yT2 ( y ) ⎤⎦

3

(1− x )

iˆ

(1− x )

ĵ

ĵ +

(1− y )

(1− x )
2

−T2 ( y ) ⎡⎣T0 ( x ) − xT1 ( x ) ⎤⎦

(

T3′( y ) iˆ
−T ' 4 ( x ) ĵ

2

− yT3′( x ) ĵ + T3 ( x ) iˆ

−3

−T2 ( y ) T2′( x ) ĵ + T2 ( x ) T2′( y ) iˆ
−T3 ( y ) ĵ + xT3′( y ) iˆ

−2

2

2

T2 ( y ) ⎡⎣T1 ( x ) − xT2 ( x ) ⎤⎦

(1− x )
2

−T3 ( y ) ⎡⎣T0 ( x ) − xT1 ( x ) ⎤⎦

T4′( y ) iˆ

)

4

(

iˆ

1− y 2

T0 ( y ) ⎡⎣T3 ( x ) − xT4 ( x ) ⎤⎦

(1− x )

(

iˆ

2

2

T1 ( y ) ⎡⎣T2 ( x ) − xT3 ( x ) ⎤⎦

2

(1− y )

T0 ( x ) ⎡⎣T2 ( y ) − yT3 ( y ) ⎤⎦

−4

1− x

!
C14

(1− x )

(

−3

− yT2′( x ) ĵ + T2 ( x ) iˆ

)

iˆ

1− y 2

'

1− x

!
C9

T0 ( x ) ⎡⎣T1 ( y ) − yT2 ( y ) ⎤⎦

T3 ( x ) ⎡⎣T0 ( y ) − yT1 ( y ) ⎤⎦
2

ĵ + 2
ĵ + 3

)

T2 ( x ) ⎡⎣T1 ( y ) − yT2 ( y ) ⎤⎦

(1− y )
2

T1 ( x ) ⎡⎣T2 ( y ) − yT3 ( y ) ⎤⎦

(

1− y 2

T0 ( x ) ⎡⎣T3 ( y ) − yT4 ( y ) ⎤⎦

(1− y )
2

iˆ

)

iˆ

iˆ

iˆ

Table 1 Curl polynomials in terms of Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind and associated derivatives.

Table 1 is simplified using the following relations:

()
( )
()
( )
T ′( x ) = 0, T ′( y ) = 0, T ′( x ) = 1, T ′( y ) = 1

T0 x = 1, T0 y = 1, T1 x = x, T1 y = y
0

0

1

(22)

1

3.1 Two sets to completely define a vector field
Similar to the circular case in reference [2], we can visualize G polynomials as irrotational vector
fields which have zero curl everywhere and C polynomials as solenoidal vector fields which have
zero divergence everywhere. These two fields have some overlap where both divergence and curl
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are zero, which is known as the Laplacian vector field. The overlapped area contains terms derived
from the corresponding scalar ∅ polynomials (in our case, the 2D Chebyshev polynomials) whose
Laplacian is 0. If ∅ (in our case, F) represents wavefront, these terms correspond to a wavefront
with zero net curvature at any point in the pupil.
In order to completely specify the orthogonal rectangular domain, we can combine the G and C
polynomials and to ensure that the Laplacian is not counted twice, the C polynomial set should be
modified to only include the independent terms (i.e., all C terms except the ones that are common
with the Laplacians). The Laplacian operator is defined as the divergence of the gradient of a
function. It can be calculated empirically using the sine and cosine based definition of the G
polynomials [3] and it can be programmed numerically using the recursive definitions. A simple
implementation would be to take the divergence of the G polynomials and for the terms that equal
zero, remove them from the complete set.
As with the gradient polynomials, each term is a combination of two terms, both containing one
Chebyshev polynomial and one Chebyshev polynomial derivative terms each. Appendix 1 gives
the quiver plots of the first few non-trivial curl polynomials.
4. Employing the vector polynomial set in practical applications
4.1 Deflectometry data analysis using C polynomials
To demonstrate the vector polynomial’s fitting ability for a misaligned optical testing case, a highly
freeform Alvarez lens, shown in Figure 3 is measured using a phase-shifting deflectometry setup
as described in Section 2.2. The Alvarez lens, made from a 1-inch diameter substrate, was created
using a diamond turned computer-numeric control process. The process was set to generate a 6
mm central aperture inside of the disk, having 17 µm of horizontal coma, and -17 µm of 45⁰ trefoil
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described as Zernike polynomials. A liquid crystal display was utilized as the source and was
mounted in place above the Alvarez lens. A camera manufactured by Point Grey was additionally
mounted in place above the Alvarez lens. The Alvarez lens itself was placed on a precision manual
rotation stage, with rotation accuracy of ±0.05 degrees. The clear aperture of the Alvarez lens for
this measurement set-up was a square of length 5.6 mm.
To test the optic, a deflectometry measurement was taken at a 0⁰ clocking position for the Alvarez
lens. Next, the Alvarez lens was clocked every 0.5⁰ and repeating measurements were taken.

Fig. 3 The Alvarez lens (left) with a clear aperture of 5.6 ´ 5.6 mm square (middle) was designed to have only
horizontal coma and 45⁰ trefoil. Phase-shifting deflectometry was used to measure the clear aperture lens area (right)
at various clocking positions.

The goal is to be able to successfully check for non-orthogonality error of the deflectometry setup
and be able to determine the amount of error (i.e., degree of mis-clocking) so it can be corrected /
accounted for.
First we construct a ‘clocking error’ model based on known clocking errors from the set-up. We
first measure the gradients when the Alvarez lens is set at 0 degree. Then, we start to rotate the
optic by known amounts and collect the slope maps for all the rotations. Next, we only use the xgradient map from the rotated sets and all the y-gradients are the unrotated y-gradient i.e., the y
slope at 0°. This simulates the situation when the system is set-up in such a way that the x and y
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slopes aren’t taken at a 90° angle, but have some mis-clocking between them. A practical example
of this could be the non-orthogonality between the position of the scanning hot wire (line source)
in the two scanning directions (x and y) for the case of IR deflectometry [20].
For this experiment, measurements were made every 0.5° from 0° to 2.5°. These data sets were
fitted with the first 50 C polynomials.
Based on the polynomial terms that stood out from all the processed measurements and showed a
steady change (increase or decrease) as the mis-clocking between the two slopes increased, we
constructed a model that predicted the slope clocking mismatch between the x and y slopes when
an unknown mis-clocking was introduced.
The C polynomials used in the analysis were: 1, 2, 4, 8, 11, 13 and 17. Figure 4 shows the change
in polynomial values, as mis-clocking is increased. The absolute value of the polynomials at each
mis-clocking angle is not important. What matters is their relative values. These results were input
to a least squares fit model, where a linear combination of each of these polynomial terms was
used to calculate an overall transformation matrix. When an unknown deflectometry measurement
is taken, it can be decomposed into the first 50 (or fewer) C polynomial terms. Values for C
polynomials 1, 2, 4, 8, 11, 13 and 17 are used to calculate the coefficient of the transformation
matrix, which is the predicted clocking for the input measurement.
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Fig. 4 Histogram of C polynomial coefficients (e.g., “C13” is the 13th C polynomial term value C13.) used in the
analytical Alvarez lens model, as a function of mis-clocking angles.

To test the model, we used two measurements – one at 0.6° and the other at 2.3°. Table 2 shows
the error between the predicted and actual mis-clocking. Both predictions showed good agreement
with the actual values. Figure 5 shows the value of select C polynomials for the data used to
construct the model, as well as the two trial clocked data sets (0.6° and 2.3°).

Fig. 5 Selected C polynomial terms (C2, C4 and C8) used in Alvarez lens deflectometry mis-clocking modeling,
shown as plots with lines. Overlaid are corresponding C polynomial values from trial data sets (0.6° and 2.3°),
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shown as large cross shaped markers. This is written in the legend as (for example): “R 0.6, C4” meaning the C4
polynomial coefficient for the trial data at 0.6 degrees.
Table 2 C polynomial-based mis-clocking estimation performance for Alvarez lens deflectometry data analysis case

True (T) [Degree] Computed (C) [Degree] Error (T - C) [Degree] % Error [%]
0.6

0.6024

-0.0024

-0.4000

2.3

2.3917

-0.0917

-3.9870

4.2 Imaging distortion modeling using G and C polynomials
For this case study shown in Figure 6(a), we use a retraceable distortion map, shown in Figure
6(b), from a standard Zemax library model of a Three Mirror Anastigmat (TMA) with rectangular
aperture. The TMA camera system parameters are listed in Table 3 while its optical layout can be
seen in Figure 6(a).
Table 2 Parameters of the simulated Three Mirror Anastigmat camera system retraceable by accessing the standard
Zemax library model [26]

Parameters

Values

Effective Focal Length (in air at system temperature and pressure) 216.2162 mm
Back Focal Length

-383.7838 mm

Total Track

383.5603 mm

Image Space F/#

1.528678

Working F/#

1.564337

Image Space NA

0.3108736

Stop Radius

35.36 mm

Entrance Pupil Diameter

141.44 mm
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Maximum Radial Field

1.414214 degrees

Primary Wavelength

1 µm

Angular Magnification

1

The distortion map is fit in two ways and compared: one using the G & C polynomials and the
other using Zernike-based S & T polynomials [1, 2]. Since Zernike polynomials, as well as both S
and T basis sets are orthogonal over a unit circle, and in this example we have rectangular data,
the use of Zernike-based polynomial set is not ideal to represent/model the distortion vector
distribution. This is not a problem for the G and C polynomial sets because of their orthogonality
over rectangular apertures. For simple distortion which is simulated without noise, the corner
points are not likely to have a significant impact on fitting performance. However, in practical
systems with noise, the removal of points for Zernike-based fitting can lead to inaccurate results.

Fig. 6 (a) Schematic of the simulated TMA camera system in the Zemax library [26] (b) Distortion map for this
system using 20×20 grid sampling with 15× arrow size magnification.
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For both polynomial sets, the first twelve (6 gradient and 6 curl) polynomials were chosen. It was
ensured that the common terms in both sets (i.e., for which the Laplacian are zero) were only
counted once. Reference [2] lists the first 12 non-trivial T polynomials, as well as the Laplacian =
0 terms for those twelve terms, so these were selected. For the Zernike-based fit, we used terms 2
– 7 of the S polynomials and terms 4, 7, 8, 11, 12 and 13 of the T polynomial set. For the
Chebyshev-based fit, we used terms 1 - 6 for the C polynomials and terms 3, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 for
the G polynomials.
The residual error from both fits is calculated as the RMS (root mean squared) error in x and y
position as well as percentage errors in both positions, calculated as follows:
% Error = 100% × [RMS (Real Error) / RMS (Reference position)],
where reference position is the ideal (simulated) distortion, i.e., predicted - real position from the
distortion map.

1

0.5

0

-0.5

-1

-1

-0.5

0

0.5

1

Fig. 7 (a) Quiver plots from the TMA camera’s distortion fitting. Red arrows are the ideal (i.e., simulated values),
green arrows are results from S & T fitting, and blue arrows are the results from G & C fitting. The quiver plot is
downsampled and arrows are magnified 1.5×. The x and y axes are normalized pupil coordinates (the pupil from Fig.
6(b) is normalized from -1 to +1).
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As can be seen from the results in Figure 7 and Table 4, the G & C fitting provides more accurate
representation of the ideal distortion map, with lower error in both x and y positions.
Table 4 Fitting performance comparison of the two vector polynomial set cases to represent/model the TMA
camera’s distortion map.

S & T polynomial fitting G & C polynomial fitting
x-position

y-position

x-position

y-position

Real Error [µm] 0.593

0.654

0.255

0.285

% Error [%]

8.30

5.35

3.62

12.44

Current literature search did not show an easy way to find the overlapping (Laplacian = 0) terms
for the S and T polynomials beyond the 12 terms used in this example. To keep consistency in the
comparison, only 12 terms for the G & C polynomials were also used, although we can easily use
many more terms and easily obtain the overlap terms (through numerical programming for
example), hence reducing the error even further than shown in Table 4. Part of this ease is due to
the fact that the G & C polynomials are obtained from direct derivatives of the scalar function (F)
while the S & T polynomials require additional manipulation of their scalar (Zernike) basis set.
Table 5 shows the improvement in distortion correction as more terms of the G & C polynomials
are used, as well as the time taken for the fitting (including polynomial generation). Note that the
number of terms in this table refers to the total number of G & C polynomial terms, i.e., 20 terms
would mean 10 G and 10 C polynomial terms. The error reduction begins to saturate around 50
terms (25 G and 25 C terms), as we are possibly reaching the limit of numerical accuracy.

Table 5 Residual error and processing time comparison as a function of the total number of G & C polynomials
used to represent/model the TMA camera’s distortion map.
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No. of terms

% Error [%]

Time [s]

x-position y-position
12

5.35

3.62

0.02

20

0.82

3.12

0.03

50

0.09

0.05

0.08

As a comparison, the Zernike based (S & T polynomial) fitting took about 0.11s when the first 12
polynomials were used (results from Table 4). We would like to acknowledge that the processing
time depends on the specific numerical implementation of the fitting method and may improve
with better algorithms. Although our implementation of either the G & C or S & T polynomial
sets was not targeted for optimum processing time, this example serves as a baseline comparison
for the two fitting methods.
5. Concluding Remarks
We have extended the previously defined set of vector polynomials that are the gradients of a
scalar function and included an orthonormal set that has zero divergence everywhere and can be
considered the rotation or curl. The scalar function to generate the curl is the two-dimensional
Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind.
The combined set of gradient and curl polynomials (considering only the independent terms, i.e.,
where the common terms having Laplacian = 0 are only counted once) is useful for fitting any
continuously differentiable vector functions in the rectangular domain. In particular, it is useful in
modeling or fitting mapping distortions. Numerical examples prove that the combined set works
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well to define a measured vector field and can be used to easily calibrate out the misalignment
state of a deflectometry test configuration.
The orthonormality of the polynomials give us advantages in terms of noise reduction,
computational efficiency and meaningful expansion coefficients for vector fields in rectangular
apertures.
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Appendix A: Quiver plots of a few non-trivial C polynomials
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Abstract: Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensors (SHWFSs) usually have fixed subaperture
areas on the detector, in order to fix the minimum and maximum amounts of wavefront
departure, or the dynamic range of measurement. We introduce an active approach, named
Adaptive Shack Hartmann Wavefront Sensor (A-SHWFS). A-SHWFS is used to reconfigure
detection subaperture areas by either blocking or unblocking desired lenslets by using an
electronically modulated mask. This mask either increases or decreases the measurable
aberration magnitude by placing a liquid crystal display (LCD) panel in front of the lenslet
array. Depending on which control signal that is sent to the LCD, the variable, applicationdependent blocking pattern (horizontal, vertical, diagonal, uneven) makes this an adaptive and
efficient sensor with a variable dynamic range of measurement. This scheme is also useful for
regional blocking, which occurs when the wavefront is severely aberrated in a limited region.
© 2018 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction
The Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor (SHWFS) is a well-known device for measuring a
wavefront by determining its local slope distribution, or the first spatial derivative [1]. It is
used for a wide range of applications, including astronomy [2], ophthalmology and
commercial optical testing, to name a few [1,3,4]. The principle of operation for a SHWFS is
that an array of small lenses (called lenslets) samples the wavefront and creates focused small
spots of light in the focal plane of the lenslet array. At the nominal (i.e., unaberrated) situation
in a collimated beam of light, each spot from each lenslet will be centered at the nominal or
reference position on the detector (Fig. 1(a)). If the measured wavefront is aberrated, the
position of the focused spots moves according to the magnitude of the local tip-tilt component
of aberration (Fig. 1(b)). By measuring the new positions of the spots relative to their
reference positions, we can reconstruct the slope distribution of the wavefront.

Fig. 1. Basic operating principle of a conventional Shack-Hartmann Wavefront Sensor: (a)
Collimated reference wavefront case and (b) Aberrated wavefront case.

The minimum and maximum amount of aberration or spatial frequency of the aberrated
wavefront measurable by a SHWFS depends primarily on the focal length and size of the
#345990
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lenslets and the detector subapertures. A fixed optimal design of SHWFS can be dictated by a
variety of factors, such as atmospheric turbulence, in the case of astronomical applications.
Generally, a trade-off needs to be made in terms of resolution and dynamic range of the
SHWFS, i.e., if the detection subaperture size is small, the wavefront is sampled more finely
and a higher spatial resolution is produced but the maximum amount of aberration measurable
for a fixed focal length becomes limited. We define dynamic range as the largest and smallest
wavefront slope values that can be measured by the system. A conventional SHWFS has a
fixed dynamic range of measurement but several concepts for adaptable / reconfigurable
SHWFS systems have been proposed over the years.
One approach to improving the dynamic range of a traditional SHWFS is to track the
movement of Hartmann spots along an optical axis by measurements at additional planes
between the lenslet array and the detection plane and use a predictive algorithm to match the
spots to their correct measurement locations [5]. The method in [5] also makes uses of a
movable relay lens and camera assembly to switch between Hartmann spot imaging and pupil
imaging so that the mapping of the lenslets onto the pupil and hence an optimal size and
distribution for the detector subarray can be established. Another novel approach uses an
algorithm that unwraps spot dislocations and assigns spots to their correct subapertures,
thereby eliminating discontinuities in the patterns of the local positions, which are wrapped
modulo P, where P is the lenslet pitch [6]. The technique presented in [7] uses two different
measurements, a conventional image of the wavefront and the image from the classical
Shack–Hartmann sensor, to estimate a parametrized description of the measured aberration.
In [8], an estimate of the positions of the focal spots of neighboring lenslets is proposed by
extrapolating an iterative two-dimensional spline function that assigns the spots to their
respective reference points.
There are other approaches that use specially designed devices. For example, an
astigmatic lenslet array that gives a characteristic mark to each spot, allowing a definite
recognition of the spot even if it moves beyond its detection subaperture [9]. Another
approach describes a coding algorithm with a minimum number of measurement cycles to
allow definitive assignment of spots if a spatial light modulation array, placed in front of the
microlens array, is used to switch subapertures on and off [10]. The MEMS technique in [11]
is used to improve dynamic range through individual address. This method varies the
mechanical resonant frequencies of individual lens-support carriages and identifies the focal
spot from a particular lenslet by detecting the line image resulting from the motion of that
spot. The sensor proposed in [12] replaces traditional lenslets with a microhologram array
which gives a discriminable pattern to each focal spot and employs a pattern matching
technique that uses cross correlation between the reconstructed images and template images.
Rha et al. [13] use a reconfigurable array of Fresnel lenslets written on a phase-modulated
LCD module, Zhao et al. [14] examine the customization of a digital SHWFS that uses a
diffractive optical lens pattern, encoded on a spatial light modulator, as the microlens array
while Yoon et al. [15] employ a translatable plate with subapertures placed conjugated to the
lenslet array. By moving the plate, desired lenslets can be blocked and by taking several
measurements where the plate is translated between the measurements, all focal spots can be
correctly associated to their respective subapertures.
We propose an adaptive SHWFS (A-SHWFS) with the ability to change the LCD lenslet
mask dynamically. This allows the sensor to change the subaperture and distribution of spatial
sampling based on the aberration present in the system. While previous works on this topic
may have achieved similar objectives, our method provides a simple yet powerful technique
to make an adaptable SHWFS system that can be integrated into most existing SHWFS-based
setups without a major system overhaul. A similar objective may be achieved by changing
system parameters, such as increasing the lenslet size but that would mean making
customized-and-fixed hardware (and possibly software) changes to the system such as
switching out the lenslet array. Our approach applies a one-time modification to the system
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set-up, after which the adaptive sampling is implemented only through software control. It
also does not use any complicated devices or heavy computing. Furthermore, it allows for a
highly efficient, even irregular, and adaptive reconfiguration of the detection subapertures.
For instance, if the measured wavefront is highly aberrated in a small area relative to the
entire wavefront, only a small portion of the detection area can be used for reconfiguration to
accommodate for this localized high wavefront slope change. The rest of the detection area
can still maintain a high sampling. Also, it provides great flexibility in its implementation,
with easy-to-apply changes. For example, the criteria for switching to a larger detection
subaperture or the type of blocking / mask applied to areas with high wavefront slope change
can be modified by the user per the objectives and implementation details of the application.
This paper discusses the idea and implementation of our technique leveraging a fully matured
economical solution, electronically modulated LCD panel, and software controls.
2. Adaptive spatial sampling and modal wavefront reconstruction
2.1 Actively modulated lenslet array using a LCD panel
The key to dynamically blocking and unblocking lenslets is by placing a LCD screen (without
its back-light illumination unit) in front of the lenslet array as shown in Fig. 2(a).
Transmission of light through the LCD can be controlled by addressing an opaque (i.e., black
colored) and transparent (i.e., white colored) pattern through the computer connected to the
LCD screen. The pixels where the pattern (e.g., boxes, lines, irregular zones, etc.) is black
will have no light passing through them and the corresponding lenslets effectively become
inactive. By matching up the lines or squares of the blocking pattern on the LCD to the
lenslets, we can control each lenslet or groups of lenslets in any desired, adaptable pattern.
The details of the matching and alignment process applied to the real prototype system is
given in Section 3.2. The areas of the LCD where the addressed pattern is white will let light
through and the corresponding lenslet or lenslets become active. Essentially, we are
dynamically changing the active pattern of the lenslet array, either over the entire area of the
wavefront, or only in certain sections. Then, as we block certain lenslets, the corresponding
detector subaperture areas expect no focused spots, which now can be used for the
neighboring spots’ extended detector subaperture zones. This enables originally
immeasurable highly aberrated wavefronts to be detected without being limited by mixed
spots between neighboring lenslets at the expense of spatial sampling resolution as depicted
in Fig. 2(b). Of course, this will be a tradeoff between the dynamic range and the spatial
resolution of the wavefront mapping and can be actively optimized for a given situation.
However, importantly, the detection sensitivity remains the same.

Fig. 2. (a) Schematic layout of the A-SHWFS using actively modulated LCD lenslet array
mask. (b) Depiction of how the LCD lenslet array mask (left) and the corresponding detector
subapertures (right) are changed dynamically, from a fully unblocked (top) to partially blocked
(bottom) situation. The squares on the left represent the pattern sent from the computer to the
LCD screen.
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2.2 Focused spot centroiding algorithm
Due to scattering from the LCD’s internal structures as well as the diffraction effect from the
diamond-turned tool marks on the lenslet array, the focal plane image spots are degraded
compared to the standard SHWFS without an LCD mask. Hence, an intensity-weighted
centroiding algorithm was applied to determine the statistical centroid of the spots. The
following equations are used to calculate image centroids:

xc =

 x I ( x, y)
y

x

 I ( x, y)
y

x

,

yc =

 y I ( x, y)
y

x

 I ( x, y)
y

(1)

x

where xc and yc are coordinates of the image centroid and I is the spot intensity on the
detector subaperture.
To improve the process of determining the correct spot locations, the following technique
was applied. The algorithm finds the brightest spot in each subaperture region. This is
implemented in our code by scanning the subaperture region, applying MATLAB’s inbuilt
findpeaks function [16] and comparing the values in the region to find the location of the
brightest peak in that subaperture. In order to mitigate the effect from the noise background, a
thresholding, which is specific to the as-built system, is applied to the findpeaks function.
Once the peak location is detected, certain area around the peak position is selected and the
weighted centroiding algorithm (Eq. (1) is applied over this area of interest. This positional
information is utilized to calculate the differential spot motion indicating the local wavefront
slope change.
The centroiding methodology used in this work is generic but sufficient for our
applications. Many techniques, found in existing literature, may be applied to the data
processing pipeline in this method and can further improve the performance of the sensor. In
the meantime, the data reconstruction process, described in Section 2.3, is a novel approach
and can improve or enhance the wavefront reconstruction process in many situations.
2.3 Modal wavefront reconstruction

Once the local slope data is obtained (i.e., x and y slope distribution), it can be integrated to
reconstruct the wavefront. Measured slope data is processed by a modal reconstruction

algorithm, based on the newly developed gradient polynomials [17], called the G polynomial
set. These polynomials are obtained from the gradients of two-dimensional Chebyshev
polynomials as shown in Eq. (2). The scalar and vector polynomial sets are both orthogonal
across a rectangular aperture, which optimally matches the format of the A-SHWFS detector.


∂
∂
Gnm ( x, y ) = ∇Fnm ( x, y ) = Fnm ( x, y ) iˆ + Fnm ( x, y ) ˆj
(2)
∂x
∂y
The scalar (F) polynomial set is a two-dimensional Chebyshev basis set, constructed from
two one-dimensional Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind, as shown in Eq. (3).
Fnm ( x, y ) = Tm ( x)Tn ( y ) ,

Tm +1 ( x ) = 2 xTm ( x ) - Tm -1 ( x ) where T0 ( x ) = 1, T1 ( x ) = x, for − 1 ≤ x ≤ 1, (3)
Tn +1 ( y ) = 2 yTn ( y ) - Tn -1 ( y ) where T0 ( y ) = 1, T1 ( y ) = y, for − 1 ≤ y ≤ 1


For Eq. (2) and Eq. (3), Gnm are the gradient polynomials, Fnm are the scalar polynomials, and
Tm and Tn are the one-dimensional Chebyshev polynomial sets used for the construction of
the scalar basis. The double index variables n and m are related to the order of the
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polynomials [17] while iˆ and ĵ are unit vectors representing the axes of a Cartesian

coordinate system. Figure 3 shows the quiver plots for the first three non-trivial G
polynomials.



Fig. 3. Quiver plots for three low-order G polynomials in a normalized rectangular domain.

The virtue of this modal vector-based methodology is to fit the data in the measurement
(i.e., slope) domain and directly obtain the gradient polynomial coefficients. These
coefficients are used to obtain the coefficients of the scalar polynomials, which can then be
used along with the scalar polynomial basis set to acquire the reconstructed wavefront. The
scalar and vector polynomial coefficients have a one-to-one relationship. An attractive feature
of this reconstruction methodology for the A-SHWFS is that it can easily deal with different
kinds of non-uniform samplings. As introduced in Section 2.1 and expanded with an example
in Section 4.2, the A-SHWFS can actively and efficiently vary the sampling distribution of
the wavefront. The modal reconstruction method used here can handle all these situations and
other variations of samplings effectively [18].

The G polynomial modal set allows for efficient and accurate generation of up to tens of
thousands of polynomial terms, employing recursive relationships for both the scalar and
vector polynomial basis sets. This method gives a lower error compared to several traditional
zonal and modal methods when the slope of the wavefront changes sharply or when the
aperture is blocked in certain regions. Several examples of comparisons between this modal
method and a traditional Southwell zonal method have been reported [17], for surface
reconstructions from simulated and real data. Also included is a comparison with Zernike

gradient polynomial fitting [17]. From these examples, it is seen that the G polynomials
perform better (e.g., in terms of accuracy), compared to the zonal or Zernike gradient
polynomial methods for various cases. As a comparative reference, Neal et al. [19] provided a
detailed account of data fitting and reconstruction methods for a conventional SHWFS, as
well as an in-depth investigative result of SHWFS precision and accuracy.
3. A-SHWFS system prototype

To demonstrate the concept and quantitatively investigate different aspects of the A-SHWFS
system, a prototype was designed and built using an off-the-shelf LCD panel. This system
also includes a combination of customized components such as a diamond-turned lenslet
array.
3.1 Overall system layout and configuration

Light from a laser source goes through a spatial filter and a lens is used for collimating the
beam, which sets the reference wavefront. Then, light is reflected off the three hexagonal
segmented flat mirrors system, which is used for introducing and controlling systematic
wavefront aberrations in the system. Two of the three mirrors are kept stationary while the
third mirror’s tilt actuator is motorized as discussed in Section 4.1. The moving mirror has a
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precision actuator mounted on it. This mirror provides the section of wavefront that creates a
large, localized (relative to the entire beam reflected from the three mirrors) tilt, which will be
used to demonstrate the adaptive sampling capability of the sensor. The other two mirrors are
both kept stationary and together they provide the section of wavefront that will not change
and hence the detection area corresponding to light reflected from these two mirrors will
show no change in sampling. The actuator allows the mirror to be moved in a certain
direction. By connecting it to an actuator controller, we can electronically control the amount
the actuator moves, which allows for a reliable and precise motion of the mirror (in this case,
it allows the mirror to be tilted). The collimating lens acts as the system stop, so the beam
hitting the detector has a diameter of ~50.8 mm. The beam overfills the detector and ensures
that there is enough light to fill the detector even when the hexagonal mirror is tilted
considerably. The segmented mirror configuration was specially designed and built in order
to represent and examine a locally varying wavefront with large magnitude variations, which
is the key target situation of the A-SHWFS technology. Figure 4 is the prototype set-up and
Table 1 summarizes the specifications of all non-trivial system components in order to
provide a retrace-ability of the presented system performance.

Fig. 4. A-SHWFS prototype configuration for proof-of-concept experiment. The green arrows
represent the direction of laser wavefront propagation through the setup.

In principal, the A-SHWFS works using the relative change of the measured wavefront
from a reference state. To obtain the reference state, the sensor can be calibrated using a
known wavefront input, such as a collimated beam. Unlike a typical SHWFS, the A-SHWFS
can accommodate large wavefront departures, so the reference wavefront can even be a
powered wave. In our case, the reference (or calibration) wavefront was a collimated plane
wave and the initial spots were recorded based on the measurement of this reference
wavefront. This helps account for the residual spatial error introduced by the LCD. In
practice, the A-SHWFS should first be calibrated using the target (or reference) wavefront
and the reference spot positions recorded. Then, the sensor reports the wavefront deviation
from the calibrated reference wavefront, as a slope measurement.
Table 1. Key components of the A-SHWFS prototype system
Component

Specification

Laser source

Diode Pumped Solid State (DPSS) Laser,
Wavelength: 523 nm

Collimating lens

Focal length: 200 mm, Diameter: 50.8 mm

LCD panel

Resolution: 800 × 480, Screen size: 152.5 × 91.3
mm, Pixel pitch: 0.19 × 0.19 mm

Model Information

Mimo UM-710
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Actuator

Piezo Inertia Actuator: 10
1 mm travel, typiical
angulaar resolution (1” Mounts):
M
0.5 µrad

Thor L
Labs, PIAK10

ontroller
Actuator co

T-Cub
be Four-Channel Piezo
P
Inertia Actuaator
Contro
oller

Thor L
Labs, TIM101

Detector

20 Meegapixel CMOS, Sensor
S
size: 32.77 × 24.58
mm, Pixel
P
pitch: 6.4 × 6.4
6 µm

JAI SP
P-20000M-PMCL
Camerra
Teledyyne Dalsa Xtium-C
CL
PX4 Frrame Grabber

Detector
Interfacing

3.2 Customiz
zed LCD mattching lenslet array
Design of thee lenslet array
y was determin
ned by the dim
mensions of thhe LCD panell and the
CMOS senso
or. The lenslet array size is 40 × 40 mm and contains 35 × 35 lensllets (with
missing corneer regions). Thiis ensures that the lenslet arrray is slightly larger than the detection
area, so as to
o make use off the full detecctor size. The active area off the lenslet arrray, also
consistent witth the measureed data in Sectiion 4, is ~32 × 24 mm, correesponding to thhe CMOS
sensor dimenssions and conssists of 29 × 21
1 lenslets. Thiss results in a deetector subapeerture size
of ~1.1 × 1.1 mm. Each len
nslet was desig
gned to cover 6 × 6 pixels oof the LCD annd have a
o 20 mm. The native dynamiic range of a siingle A-SHWF
FS lenslet in thhe x and y
focal length of
directions is defined
d
as
± tan −1 (3 [ pixels ] × 0.19 [ mm
m / pixel] / 20 [ mm ] ) = ± 28.5 mrad

(4)

d
and diamond
d
turned
d lenslet array is shown in F
Fig. 5. The lenslet array
The custom designed
was made on a Poly(methyl methacrylatee), also known as PMMA, suubstrate by usiing single
point diamon
nd turning (SPD
DT) method. The
T periodic ttool marks due to the SPDT
T process
cause diffraction orders att the focal im
mage plane, s o the centroidding algorithm
m with a
(
2.2) is
i applied to reecognize and pprocess the zerro order spots. The tool
thresholding (Section
mark effect can
c be minimiized by contro
olling and optiimizing the diiamond turningg process
parameters, but
b we have used
u
the as-maanufactured lennslet array forr this prototyppe system
development.

Fig. 5.
5 The custom desiigned and diamond
d turned lenslet arrray of dimensionss 40 × 40 mm andd
contaiining 35 × 35 len
nslets (with missiing corner regionns) using PMMA,, used for the A-SHWF
FS prototype systeem.

The comm
mercial LCD’s pixel size / pitch
p
and the inn-house manuufactured lensleet array’s
lenslet size / pitch were both
b
matched and verified using microsscopes. After a coarse
alignment bettween the LCD
D screen and leenslet array, thhe LCD / lensllet array placem
ment was
fine-tuned an
nd adjusted using the measu
ured output onn the CMOS detector. The blocking
pattern match
hing was also done by check
king the measuured signal froom the CMOS
S detector
after the patteern was applied
d and comparin
ng it to the refeerence (i.e., no blocking) situaation.
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4. Experimental performance verification
4.1 Wavefront slope measurement accuracy

The experiment described in this section aims to quantify the accuracy of the A-SHWFS by
comparing its measurement values against those obtained by a commercial precision
autocollimator, which directly measures the mirror surface slope change. The MÖLLERWEDEL ELCOMAT 3000 electrical autocollimator was used, which has a superb accuracy
and resolution of ± 1.21 × 10−3 mrad and 2 × 10−4 mrad respectively. The maximum possible
measurement range of this autocollimator is 9.70 mrad.
The wavefront measurement area was carefully chosen as the boundary region of the three
hexagonal mirrors, so that two remain stationary while one is systematically moved to
introduce tilt in the reflected beam wavefront as shown in Fig. 6(a). Also, a small mirror was
attached to the backside of the moving hexagonal mirror. Light from the autocollimator
reflects off the small mirror and goes back to the autocollimator which measures the
orientation of the mirror with respect to its optical axis (i.e., reference) as depicted in Fig.
6(b). As the active hexagonal mirror is tilted using the Piezo inertia actuator, the
autocollimator measures the co-mounted small mirror’s orientation which provides the golden
standard values for the A-SHWFS test. (Note: The factor of 2 between the direct surface
orientation change and the reflected beam’s wavefront slope change due to the double-path
was considered and accounted for in this comparison.)

Fig. 6. (a) Picture of the three adjacent hexagonal mirror segments set-up. The green circle
represents where the test beam hits the mirror set-up and the dotted orange circle shows the
approximate location of the small mirror behind the active segment used for the reference
autocollimator measurements. (b) Schematic of autocollimator set-up providing the golden
standard for the A-SHWFS accuracy test. Red dotted arrows represent the autocollimator beam
going to / from the small mirror.

The A-SHWFS measures the tilt by calculating centroids of the focused light spots from
the moving mirror (as described in Section 2.2) and modally fitting the slope data using the

G vector polynomials. This experiment was done for two cases: one with small actuator
motions corresponding to small changes in the beam’s tilt (Fig. 7(a)) and the second with a
larger actuator motion corresponding to large tilt angle range (Fig. 7(b)). Results, including
the error are summarized in Fig. 7. The percentage error between the two sets of
measurements was calculated using Eq. (5) and then averaged.
Autocollimator value – A-SHWFS value
(5)
× 100 %
Autocollimator value
The final results from the A-SHWFS show agreement of 1.32% average error for the
small range case and 1.13% error for the large range case compared to the autocollimator
values, which confirms the fidelity of overall data processing pipeline and the actual
prototype system performance.
% Error =
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Fig. 7. (a) Small, and (b) Large magnitude of tilt measurements comparing the autocollimator
and A-SHWFS values (blue circles). The error (red crosses), which is the difference between
the autocollimator and A-SHWFS values, is shown with its own axis on the right side in both
figures. A linear fit to the data is shown as the black line.

4.2 Adaptive wavefront sampling

One of the biggest applications of the A-SHWFS is reliably measuring wavefronts that have
high regional aberrations or sharp local slope change (i.e., not over the entire wavefront, but
only in a certain region). Since the subaperture blocking using LCD panel does not have to be
applied over the entire wavefront sampling area, this enables a unique tradeoff between
dynamic range and spatial resolution over a selective localized area where the wavefront is
aberrated beyond its nominal detection dynamic range.
To demonstrate this adaptive capability, the three hexagonal mirrors set-up was employed
(Fig. 6(a)) in a way that two mirrors remained stationary while the third one was moved by
the Piezo inertia actuator continuously. Portion of the beam reflected off the moving mirror
had increasing tilt (i.e., localized excessive tilt) as the actuator continued tilting the active
hexagonal mirror. The rest of the beam (reflected off the two stationary mirrors) had almost
no or a fixed, small amount of tilt as a reference.
When the amount of tilt is small, the entire detection area has the nominal and uniform
spatial sampling. This sampling is determined by the total number of lenslets and corresponds
to the smallest possible detector subaperture area for this particular lenslet array. This
situation corresponds to the image in Fig. 8(a). It is also represented in Fig. 9(a), where the
length of the quiver plot arrows (corresponding to the amount of wavefront slope) is small. As
the active mirror’s tilt increases to the point where it can no longer be measured by this small
subaperture area on the detector, the blocking LCD mask pattern is activated and the detector
subaperture area increases (as described in Section 2.1) to adapt to this steeper wavefront to
be within the measurable dynamic range. However, since the steep wavefront is only over a
portion of the beam reflecting off the active hexagonal mirror, only the localized section of
the detection area adapts its spatial sampling by controlling the matching LCD panel’s
blocking on / off signals.
The result is selectively optimized detector subapertures as shown in Fig. 9(b). The higher
spatial sampling was achieved over the small dynamic range portion of the wavefront from
the stationary mirror zones. In contrast, the lower spatial sampling with enhanced dynamic
range was applied in order to monitor the wavefront from the highly tilted active mirror. The
measured wavefront slope data in Fig. 9(b) clearly highlights this adaptive concept and
capability, where the quiver arrows are much longer in the localized region corresponding to
the high tilt active mirror.
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Fig. 8.
8 Spots from the lenslets, on the CMOS detector. Red arrows show
w the spot motionn
relativ
ve to reference spo
ots, on the active mirror
m
portion of thhe image. (a) For small tilt, all threee
mirrorrs display the max
ximum number of spots (i.e., higherr spatial sampling of the wavefront).
The reed arrows are shorrter. (b) When thee amount of tilt inncreases, the statioonary mirror zoness
maintain the same num
mber of spots whille spots from the actively moving mirror have beenn
selectively blocked by the
t LCD panel to increase the slopee measurement dyynamic range onlyy
in the optimal zone. Hen
nce, the red arrows are longer.

9 Quiver plot arrow
ws for centroids taaken (a) before annd (b) after the LC
CD adaptive gatingg
Fig. 9.
starts. The actively tilted segment part on the left side show
ws longer arrows w
while the other twoo
station
nary segments on the right side sho
ows very short or nno arrows.The areea enclosed by thee
red do
otted line corresponds to the zoomed
d-in regions shownn in Fig. 10.

Various im
mage captures were extracteed and investiggated at regulaar time intervaals during
the adaptive wavefront
w
sensing experimen
nt, with the acctive test mirrror segment tillting (i.e.,
adding tilt to the reflected beam
b
wavefron
nt) continuouslly so that the m
magnitude of ttilt at any

me is proportio
onal to the tim
mestamp of thhat frame. Figuure 10 displayys the G
instant of tim
polynomial-based wavefront reconstructtions from seeveral of theese zoomed-inn frames
(correspondin
ng to the red dotted
d
regions of Fig. 9). Itt successfully confirms the aadaptable
wavefront meeasurement caapability accom
mmodating to the change oof the wavefroont slope
magnitude. As
A demonstrated
d in the sequen
ntial tilt changge, wavefront sslope that starteed within
the nominal dynamic
d
range of 28.5 mrad from Eq. (4) ggoes well beyoond the limit, uup to 53.1
mrad (the lastt wavefront maap on the right in Fig. 10) via the extended ddetector subapertures.
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Fig. 10. Enhanced dynamic range demonstration of the adaptive wavefront sensing approach.
The reconstructed wavefront time-lapse (zoomed-in portion of data corresponding to red
dotted areas in Fig. 9) shows continuously increasing wavefront tilt as the active mirror was
being tilted up-to and beyond the nominal 28.5 mrad dynamic range. The average slope
magnitude for each map is shown as well. The dotted red line represents the start of adaptive
gating i.e., when the blocking mask was applied to the LCD.

Here, only a few screenshots are shown but this is one way of measuring aberration using
the A-SHWFS where either images can be taken at different intervals (depending on the
required frequency of measurement) and these images can be processed in nearly real-time or
a video can be recorded once and then screenshots can be extracted at any interval required
for a post-analysis need. The frequency of image processing depends primarily on the
computational resources connected to the sensor. It also depends on the amount of data
obtained through the detector.
4.3 Simulation study for A-SHWFS

As mentioned previously, the A-SHWFS concept allows the sensor to be very efficient and
highly customizable. It can measure various types of wavefronts, under different
circumstances. To show the possibility and capability of the sensor to work for other
situations, a simulation study was performed, the details of which are described in this
section. Random wavefronts are generated using combinations of various low and higher
order Zernike terms in combination with pupil masks. A detection area corresponding to 22 ×
22 lenslets is used for this study.
The adaptive masking algorithm is applied in the following manner: The size of each
detection subaperture is 130 × 130 pixels. If the absolute wavefront slope measurement (i.e.,
the absolute difference between the measured and reference spot locations) at any location
exceeds 80% of the native detection subaperture half-width, the algorithm automatically
switches to a lower sampling resolution but larger detection subaperture area. This new
subaperture area corresponds to 3 × 3 lenslets (or 390 × 390 detector pixels). The
measurement location (“unblocked lenslet”) is now the central lenslet and 8 lenslets around it
are blocked. If the next measurement keeps the higher magnitude of wavefront slope, the
subaperture stays at the larger size. If, however, the magnitude of aberration at that location is
reduced with the next measurement so that the measured slope is within the 80% threshold,
the sensor switches that location back to the native sampling subaperture size (i.e., 130 × 130
detector pixels).
Visualization 1 is a video showing the adaptable detection process, as various wavefronts
with low and high local slope changes are applied in the simulation. The images are quiver
plots, where the length of the arrows corresponds to the magnitude of the simulated wavefront
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slope using A-SHWFS concept. Figure 11 shows four snapshots from the video, with
different wavefronts being simulated.

Fig. 11. Quiver plots of simulated data, representing measurements (Visualization 1) from
different wavefronts. The blue arrows are measurements from native detection subapertures
while the red arrows are measurements from optimized, larger detection subapertures, where
regional A-SHWFS blocking was applied. (Note: a magnification factor of 4 is applied to the
length of all arrows, to make them easier to see.)

Details and implementation of the blocking algorithm can be modified and customized
according to the situation and specific applications. For example, the switching criterion can
be changed to 90% or 75% etc. of the native subaperture dynamic range. The user may also
choose to apply some completely different criteria, such as applying blocking when multiple
spots are detected. It can be iterated to make the subaperture larger and larger till no multiple
spots are detected in a single detection subaperture. Other modifications can include a
different size of the larger subaperture as soon as blocking is applied, e.g., instead of
switching to a 3 × 3 lenslet subaperture, one may switch to 2 × 2, 5 × 5, or even 2 × 3 lenslets.
5. Summary

The Adaptive Shack-Hartmann Wavefront Sensor introduced in this work was designed to
have an adaptable dynamic range of wavefront measurement accommodating dynamic local
(or global) wavefront changes at the expense of spatial sampling, as necessary. This concept
does not require a mechanical motion or other such mechanisms of the lenslet array to deliver
this capability. No complex optics or heavy computation is necessary either. With only an
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electrically controlled LCD panel, it is able to dynamically change the detection subaperture
distribution on the detector. This paper presents and demonstrates the adaptive wavefront
sensing concept, application and basic implementation as an actually built system.
We discussed the details of hardware and software implementation of the prototyped ASHWFS so the concept can be understood, verified, and improved upon in future
modifications and cross-checks. Additionally, by taking measurements from the sensor and
simultaneously comparing them against a standard testing method, we prove the merit of this
method, as well as make an estimate of its accuracy. Finally, measurement for a locally-andhighly aberrated dynamic wavefront was simulated using a three hexagonal mirrors segment
and tested by the A-SHWFS to provide a realistic case example of some of the unique
capabilities and advantages of this system. However, we acknowledge that some of the
avenues of improvement include LCD and SPDT lenslet array with lesser scattering, better
matching between pixels of the LCD and lenslet array, and better calibrations. If scattering or
diffraction is a problem for certain applications, a customized micro-shutter system replacing
the LCD may be considered in the future. Also, computational power for quicker and more
efficient data processing will be a critical factor for some high-speed application cases
requiring kHz-level operations.
The A-SHWFS concept showed a unique strength and its versatile applications to meet
adaptive wavefront sensing and analysis needs. The adaptability ensures that while a more
and more aberrated wavefront can be reliably measured, the system does not have to sacrifice
with low spatial resolution when the aberration magnitude is not strong. This is of particular
importance for the case where a wavefront is highly aberrated locally or in a certain region
only. The new tradeoff space enabled by this solution can benefit future optical systems
requiring multi-purpose adaptive functionalities.
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